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Abstract

A Study on the Correlations between South Korea and
U.S. Aid to North Korea and North Korean Provocation:
The Case of Military Provocation, Nuclear Test and
Missile Launch between 1998 and 2012
Boo Yun Jang
International Cooperation Major
Graduate School of International Studies
Seoul National University
This thesis explores and seeks to find correlations between South Korean and
the United States’ aid to North Korea and North Korean threats focusing on military
provocations towards South Korea and missile and nuclear tests from 1998 to 2012
since North Korean military provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests have been
continued despite the South Korean government and the United States government’s
pursuit of either engagement policy or containment policy. It attempts to find instances
where the aid from South Korea and the United States positively and successfully
induced behavior change in North Korea by applying the framework settled in
accordance to the definition and purpose of the aid, which is based on the idea that a
receiving country would change its behavior if a sending country provides aid. In order
to find correlations between South Korean and the United States’ aid to North Korea
and North Korean provocation, this paper lists each provocation that occurred between
1998 and 2012 and analyzes both aid volume and the fluctuation of the aid from the
i

previous year towards North Korea from South Korea and the United States as well as
North Korea’s response on the aid provided by South Korea and the United States.
Both North Korean military provocations and nuclear and missile tests
between 1998 and 2012 occurred regardless of the aid transferred by South Korea and
the United States, thus, South Korean aid and the United States aid towards North
Korea does not affect lead to behavior change in North Korea based on the given
framework. However, this research also shows that North Korean military provocation
or nuclear and missile tests were more likely to occur when South Korea and the
United States reduced their aid volume compared to that of the previous year,
suspended aid, and when the aid volume was below the average. Indeed, this study
concludes that military provocation is more correlated to the South Korean aid than the
United States aid, and nuclear tests and missile launches are more correlated to the
United States aid than South Korean aid. Nonetheless, the reduction of aid volume is
due to the treacherous behavior of North Korea despite the assistance of South Korea
and the United States when looking at the issues thoroughly, and North Korea is
focused more on the United States aid than the South Korean aid.
…………………………………………..
Keywords: Aid, South Korea, North Korea, the United States, Military Provocation,
Nuclear Test, Missile Launch
Student ID: 2011-23967
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.

Background of Research

The Korean peninsula is considered to be a strategic spot of international
conflict as the only divided country in the world, so foreign policy concerning
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, aka North Korea) always brings
attention to domestic matters, and East Asian neighboring countries, the United States,
and other countries also keeping an eye on the significant problem on the Korean
peninsula. Especially, North Korea has been known as a threat in the international
community due to the brinkmanship diplomacy it has practiced since the Soviet bloc
collapsed in the early 1990s; North Korea has provoked international community in
diverse methods including military provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests in
order to perpetuate regime’s survival because of the lack of own power unless the
foreign aid is provided.1 The government of the Republic of Korea (ROK, aka South
Korea) as well as the international community has been pursuing coercive diplomacy
by using a carrot and stick strategy in order to deal with North Korean threats, and
foreign aid, which is the very necessary to North Korea for its own survival, is mainly

Sang-Hun Choe, “North Korea Perfects Its Diplomatic Game: Brinkmanship,” The New York
Times, April 2, 2009, accessed November 4, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/03/world/
asia/03korea.html?_r=0.

1

1

used as the easiest political tool to change the behavior of North Korea.
The history of foreign aid has continued over fifty-five years with varying
purposes, and the aid became a significant source for forging the framework of
international relations.2 In this sense, aid volume to North Korea has always been a
controversial issue to both politicians and the public in South Korea especially when
the administration changes because aid to North Korea is considered a key issue for
policy making of the administration. Kim's statement proves that the main objective of
the humanitarian assistance is to protect North Koreans' lives and to assist North
Koreans living in poverty, however, the aid is also a hot button issue that causes
political and social conflicts in the South Korean society. 3 The international
community also shows their interests in the behavior of North Korea and expresses
their will by either providing aid or not through international organizations, nongovernmental organizations, or directly from their government.
Thus, depending on which policy the administration takes, either engagement
policy or hard-line policy, the aid volume towards North Korea will be different. In fact,
South Korea pursued an engagement policy towards North Korea called the ‘Sunshine
policy’ for the ten years under the Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun administrations.
On the other hand, the Lee Myung Bak administration pursued a hard-line policy
2

Carol Lancaster, “Foreign Aid and International Norms: The Case of North Korea,” in A New
International Engagement Framework for North Korea? Contending Perspectives, ed. Ahn
Choong-yong, Nicholas Eberstadt, and Lee Young-sun (Washington, D.C.: Korea Economic
Institute of America, 2004), 160.

3

김정수, “인도적 대북지원과 북한체제의 존속력에 미친 영향,” 통일정책연구 (2010,
제19권 제1호): 210.
2

towards North Korea, which is different from the previous administrations. Therefore,
the aid volume of South Korea towards North Korea will be significantly different
between the administrations that pursued engagement policy and a hard-line policy.
This fact applies not only to South Korea but also to other countries as well, and the
United States is the representative country among the other countries because the
external security threat from North Korea directly affects the United States.4 Moreover,
the United States has been historically involved for some time being directly involved
in the Korean War and the division of the Korean peninsula5 and has forged a strong
alliance with South Korea for over sixty years. In addition, the United States has been
maintaining a powerful status in the international community during the post-Cold War
era after the collapse of Soviet Union.6
The United States has been in control of the new world order so they should
carefully look at the East Asian regional security situation as a hegemonic power7 and
pursued an engagement policy towards North Korea, represented by ‘Perry Process’8
during the second term of the Bill Clinton Administration. However, a strong

4

한관수, “탈냉전기 북한 대남도발의 전략적 의도와 행태: 사례분석과 전망,” 전략
연구 제 54호 (2012, 3월): 37.

5

세종연구소 북한연구센터, 북한의 국가전략 (서울: 한울 아카데미, 2003): 92-93.

6

한관수, “탈냉전기 북한 대남도발의 전략적 의도와 행태,” 37.

7

홍규덕, “북한과 한미관계: 평가와 대응책,” 한국전략문제연구소 전략연구 제5권
제1호 (1998): 137.
8

William J. Perry, “Review of United States Policy Towards North Korea: Findings and
Recommendations,” Unclassified Report, 1999. Accessed November 12, 2013. http://www2.g
wu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB87/nk20.pdf.
3

containment policy was pursued towards North Korea during the eight years of the
George W. Bush administration demonstrated by including North Korea in the ‘Axis of
Evil’9. The Barack Obama administration also has pursued a strategic containment
policy towards North Korea as well called ‘Strategic Patience’10 starting from his first
term in office despite his warm inaugural address towards the adversary North Korea.
Thus, it is certain that the aid volume from the United States to North Korea would
also follow in accordance with the foreign policy that each administration took.
According to the different foreign aid volumes while pursuing different
characteristics of policy towards North Korea, the level of stability on the Korean
peninsula must be different as well. Indeed, the Korean peninsula maintained more
stable state when more aid is provided to North Korea and when the administration
follows an engagement policy. Regardless of the different type of policy towards North
Korea, however, North Korea threatened South Korea by instigating several military
provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests. Therefore, this thesis will seek any
correlations between South Korean and the United States aid to North Korea and North
Korean provocation.

9

George W. Bush, “Address Before a Joint Session of the Congress on the State of the Union,”
American Presidency Project, January 29, 2002, accessed September 29, 2013. http://www.pres
idency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=296 44.
10

Scott A. Snyder, “U.S. Policy Toward North Korea,” SERI Quarterly (2013, January)
accessed November 12, 2013. http://www.cfr.org/north-korea/us-policy-toward-north-korea/p2
9962; Barack Hussein Obama, “New Era of Responsibility,” Inaugural Address, (2009, January)
accessed November 12, 2013, http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/inaugural-address.
4

2.

Research Question

Both South Korea and the United States have a common characteristic in their
policy towards North Korea between 1998 and 2012 which is a change of the policy
from engagement to containment. South Korea and the United States also used the
carrot-and-stick approach from the perspective of coercive diplomacy, which is defined
as a defensive use of the strategy by Alexander George,11 when dealing with North
Korean threats. In general, the idea behind the using of the carrot-and-stick approach is
to change the act or behavior of the recipient country by giving a certain inducement
when dealing with a problem that cannot be solved with stick policy, However, North
Korea, who is induced by carrots from South Korea and the United States, has been
responded with military provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests.
Aid is easily used as carrot in the North Korean case while but does not
escape controversy on the role of foreign aid as an instrument of foreign policy.12 The
aid is used to simultaneously entice North Korea to open up to the international
community, and it is also used as a stick due to the fact that it can be used as an
economic sanction for isolating North Korea from the international community.

11

Alexander George, “Coercive Diplomacy: Definition and Characteristics,” in The Limits of
Coercive Diplomacy, ed. Alexander L. George and William E. Simons, 8. Oxford: Westview
Press, 1994.

12

Schraeder, Peter J., Steven W. Hook, and Bruce Taylor, “Clarifying the Foreign Aid Puzzle:
A Comparison of American, Japanese, French, and Swedish Aid Flows,” World Politics 50
(1998): 294.
5

Moreover, since Daniel Drezner said that the reason of offering incentives to North
Korea is because sanctions are generally ineffective against adversaries13, and Bruce
Cumings stated that “North Korea is already the most sanctioned regime in world
history and since the 1950s, those sanctions have failed to change its behavior,”14 thus,
this thesis focuses on aid used as a carrot towards North Korea rather than the stick
approach.
Since North Korean military provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests
have been continued despite the South Korean government and the United States
government’s pursuit of either engagement policy or containment policy, this thesis
attempts to explore the relationship between aid volumes from South Korea and the
United States to North Korea and North Korean threats, which are military
provocations towards South Korea and missile and nuclear tests from 1998 to 2012
through the framework of providing a carrot, in this case aid, as a means of positively
and successfully inducing a behavioral change in the recipient country.
Based on the analysis of aid volume towards North Korea from South Korea
and the United States, and North Korea’s response regarding the aid given during the
period of the five West Sea provocations selected among the military provocations

13

Daniel W. Drezner, The Sanctions Paradox: Economic Statecraft and International Relations
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999): 251-304.; Han Dorussen, “Mixing Carrots
with Sticks: Evaluating the Effectiveness of Positive Incentives,” Journal of Peace Research
38(2) (2001): 251-253.

14

Hyun Park, “Bruce Cumings Says Sanction Have Failed, Time for Dialogue with North
Korea,” The Hankyoreh, December 18, 2012, accessed November 17, 2013, http://www.han
i.co.kr/arti/english_edition/e_northkorea/565936.html.
6

from North Korea towards South Korea and four missile launches and two nuclear tests,
I would like to observe whether the North Korean provocations are relatively reduced
when South Korea and the United States provide more aid to North Korea or North
Korean provocations occurred regardless of the aid volume. Secondly, the aid volume
from which country is more correlated to which kind of North Korean provocation.
Third, aid from which country is more influential in changing the behavior of North
Korea. I will proceed to answer these questions based on the fact that foreign aid is
used as a carrot by both South Korea and the United States in order to deal with North
Korean threats and analyze the implications from the research.

3.

Literature Review

a. Theoretical Approaches of International Relations
Foreign aid is argued about and analyzed through the theoretical approaches
of international relations: realism, liberalism, and constructivism. In the realist
perspective, the state is the main actor, and the state conducts policy for national
interests as a rational actor. Thus, national security and self-preservation must be a
primary purpose of using foreign aid in terms from the realist point of view.15Also,

15

Schraeder, Hook, and Taylor, “Clarifying the Foreign Aid Puzzle,” 298.
7

foreign aid in realist view is “a policy tool that originated with the Cold War to
influence the political judgments of recipients”16 so the leverage is more biased to the
donor countries than the recipient countries due to the fact that the provision of foreign
aid is given based on the national interest of the donor countries, which can be either
security and strategic benefits or political and economic advantages.17 In addition,
Hans Morgenthau, who is an expert theorist on realism, also stated that the economic
aid is to give donors significant leverage over recipients. 18 Furthermore, Won
mentioned that balance of power is the basis that establishes aid policy,19 and Drezner
pointed out economic aid is used as a carrot instead of a stick such as economic
sanction in the realist approach.20
Liberalism

is

mainly

emphasizes

legal

institutionalism,

economy

functionalism, and democratic peace so aid from a liberalist perspective is more
focused on the purpose of development, human rights, and poverty. Therefore, different
from the realist view above, leverage is more biased towards the recipient countries
than the donor countries so the international interest tends to be considered more

16

Tomohisa Hattori, “Reconceptualizing Foreign Aid,” Review of International Political
Economy 8(4) (2001): 641.

17

원동욱, “중국 대외원조의 현황과 추세: ‘불량국가’ 지원과 그 시사점,” JPI 정책포
럼 (2010, 10월): 3.

18

Hans Morgenthau, “A Political Theory of Foreign Aid,” American Political Science Review
56 (1962): 302-3.

19

원동욱, “중국 대외원조의 현황과 추세,” 3.

20

Daniel W. Drezner, The Sanctions Paradox, 251-304.
8

important than the national interest 21 or the interest is out of consideration for
providing foreign aid. Despite international law being an important aspect of liberalism
due to its emphasis on legal institutionalism, there are no binding international rules of
eligibility for receiving foreign aid,22 so the effectiveness of the aid is sometimes
ambiguous. Also, economic interest will prevent conflict according to the liberalism
theory,23 and many politicians such as Robert Orr and Richardson Neil has been shown
their interests in the influence of foreign aid towards international relations.24 In
addition, the United States aid towards North Korea is more focused on the democratic
peace due to the fall of the Berlin Wall.
Constructivism is focused on norms and forging a new identity, which are not
given, so the foreign aid in terms of constructivism aspects can be explained as
behavior of the receiving countries would change in accordance with the ideas and
behavior of the sending countries. Therefore, how to interact with others would be a
significant point for aid provision. In terms of the relationship between aid and
provocation, Lancaster examines the norms and applies them to the case of North
Korea and stated that “aid may be useful only in exchange for concrete and

21

원동욱, “중국 대외원조의 현황과 추세,” 4.

22

Lancaster, “Foreign Aid and International Norms,” 159.

23

Insoo Kim and Minyong Lee, “Has South Korea’s Engagement Policy Reduced North
Korea's Provocations?” North Korean Review 7(2) (2011): 57.
24

주성환, “남한의 대북 경제지원의 정치적 효과에 관한 연구,” 동북아 교육연구 제
21권 제3호 (2009): 202; See also Robert M. Orr, “Collaboration or Conflict? Foreign Aid and
U.S.-Japan Relations,” Pacific Affairs 62(Winter, 1989/90): 476-489; Neil R. Richardson,
Foreign Policy and Economic Dependence. Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1978.
9

immediately delivered benefits and that aid in exchange for long-term commitments
does not work. North Korea at present would never qualify for emerging norms that
influence the provision of developmental aid”.25

b. Previous Studies
Sung-Whan Ju focused his research on the influence of inter-Korean trade and
South Korean economic assistance towards North Korea to inter-Korean political
disputes such as military threats, military protests, and practical occasions, and he
analyzed it through the theoretical approach by using the model for trade and conflict
and the model for economic aid and conflict as well as the practical approach.26
According to his research, unconditional aid provided by a sending country to a
receiving country reduces disputes from the receiving country to the sending country
based on the result of theoretical approach. On the other hand, his research in the
practical approach shows that South Korean economic aid volume towards North
Korea does not influence either a political dispute or a political cooperation between
South Korea and North Korea. Even though the case of inter-Korean trade during the
period of pursuing an ngagement policy between 1998 and 2008 where the practical
approach shows a decrease of disputes and an increase of cooperation between South
Korea and North Korea, the economic aid as a political tool from South Korea to North

25

Lancaster, “Foreign Aid and International Norms,” 159.

26

주성환, “남한의 대북 경제지원의 정치적 효과에 관한 연구,” 191-218.
10

Korea does not work in reality.
There is a controversy on the aid volume that goes to North Korea in
accordance with the foreign policy towards North Korea, and the most important thing
is to figure out how the aid influences the persistence of the North Koeran regime.
Jung-Soo Kim argues that South Korean humanitarian aid towards North Korea during
the period of pursuing engagement policy especially contributed to the persistence of
North Korea among the contributions from the other countries while considering
foreign aid towards North Korea an effective tool. In reality, however, the North
Korean provocation towards South Korea has occurred several times during the period
of pursuing an engagement policy.27 Thus, it does not explain why North Korean
provocation has occurred despite more aid being given to North Korea which affects
the persistence of the North Korean regime.
Insoo Kim and Minyong Lee argue that engagement policy from South Korea
to North Korea failed due to several North Korean military provocations towards South
Korea even though economic interests could prevent conflict and states that
“cooperation between South Korea and North Korea does not spill over into security
cooperation per se”.28 Furthermore, they argue the rise and fall of North Korean

27

김정수, “인도적 대북지원과 북한체제의 존속력에 미친 영향,” 232.

28

Kim and Lee, “Has South Korea’s Engagement Policy Reduced North Korea’s Provocations?”
57, 63.
11

military provocation is not based on the South Korean policy towards North Korea,
whether the administration pursues engagement policy or containment policy.29
Mi-Sook Lee argues that the tool of North Korea in order to achieve goals
towards South Korea is military provocation; however, the tool of South Korea and the
United States in order to achieve their goals towards North Korea is aid, which shows
differing purposes of using tools among the three countries.30 Suk Lee also explains a
different understanding of supporting aid between South Korea and North Korea.

31

29

Kim and Lee, “Has South Korea’s Engagement Policy Reduced North Korea’s Provocations?”
57.

30

이미숙, “군사협상과 군사도발 병행 행태를 통해 본 북한의 대남전략,” 통일정책

연구 제20권 2호 (2011): 131, 133.
31

Ibid.
12

II.

1.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

Framework Settled by the Definition and Purpose of Aid

Lancaster explained that “foreign aid is also known as official development
assistance or ODA”32, which is structured by the Development Assistance Committee
(DAC) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
According to the DAC of the OECD, therefore, the definition of ODA is the “aid flows
to the officially listed ODA recipient countries or territories, consisted of developing
countries, and multilateral institutions provided by official agencies such as state and
local governments or by executive agencies, and the transaction of the flow must be
fulfilled with the promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing
countries as its main objective as well as using at least 25 percent per cent of the grant
element being concessional in character”.33 Both South Korea and the United States
are severe as donor countries and provide ODA. In the case of South Korea, South
Korea does not provide aid as a form of ODA to North Korea even though North Korea
is listed on one of the recipient countries by the OECD DAC so the South Korean aid
32

Lancaster, “Foreign Aid and International Norms,” 160.

33

“Official Development Assistance-Definition and Coverage,” Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), last modified May 2, 2013, accessed November 5,
2013, http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/officialdevelopmentassistancedefinitionandcoverage.htm#
Definition.
13

towards North Korea is not included in the official ODA statistics.34 In the case of the
United States, similar to the situation of South Korea, foreign aid to countries which
directly threatens the United States and their alliances such as North Korea and Iran is
strictly prohibited by law in the United States. Thus, providing aid towards North
Korea from the United States is possible through the non-governmental organizations
or private-public partnerships.35
In addition to the definition by the OECD DAC, Lancaster stated that foreign
aid is “not a policy, it is an instrument for achieving purposes or realizing policies”36,
and there are three main purposes of providing foreign aid: alleviating people who are
in trouble due to natural disasters or poverty, supporting developing countries for
economic and social enhancement, and domestically or internationally accomplishing
national interests as well as protecting national security with political objectives.37
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Figure 1. Three Principal Reasons of Foreign Aid by the End of the Twentieth
Century
Three Principal Reasons of Foreign Aid by the End of the Twentieth Century
-

To relieve human suffering caused by natural or man-made disaster
To support economic and social progress in developing countries
(and, with the end of Cold War, former socialist bloc countries)
For national security and international political purposes.

Source: Carol Lancaster, “Foreign Aid and International Norms: The Case of North Korea,” in
A New International Engagement Framework for North Korea? Contending Perspectives, ed.
Ahn Choong-yong, Nicholas Eberstadt, and Lee Young-sun (Washington, D.C.: Korea
Economic Institute of America, 2004), 160-161.

Hjertholm and White also explained that purposes of the foreign aid is
differentiated by the size of the donors, so the main objective of smaller donors is
relatively focused on the development needs of the recipient countries, and the main
objective of larger donors is comparatively focused on achieving political, strategic,
economic, and humanitarian goals by using aid as a tool of foreign policy.38 Riddell,
moreover, stated that foreign aid can be provided for the purpose of humanitarian,
development and poverty assistance to recipient countries as well as having the
purpose of the political and strategic interests of donor countries in order to support for
achieving military aims.39 Furthermore, Lancaster stated that the donor countries often
consider both national security and international political goals when they decide to

38
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give aid to recipient countries,40 and Walt also mentioned that economic and military
assistance can provide various national security motives.41
Since foreign aid is considered to be the most useful political tool or
instrument with a humanitarian objective and national security objective to achieve
international political goals, it is certain that donor countries are expected to receive a
good reaction from the recipient countries when they give aid. Regarding this idea,
Lancaster stated that “foreign aid under the national security or political concerns has
been provided to governments in exchanged for agreed actions, in exchange for general
support for the donor government’s policies, or to ensure reliable access to
policymakers in recipient countries”,42 in other words, foreign aid is an inducement in
order to change the behavior of the other party. For that reason, the United States used
to provide foreign aid as a policy instrument in the purpose of forming alliances in the
Middle East43, and South Korea also has provided aid to North Korea as a political tool
to manage inter-Korean relations.44 Since the one of the main motives for providing
aid is defined as national security and political and economic objectives, in accordance
with the definitions and purposes for the giving of the aid above, it is clear that the
relationship between aid and security has been become more significant in the
40
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41
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261.
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international community in general.
Based on the definition and the purpose of the aid, aid is an instrument for
achieving its purposes, so a sending country must have some objectives when it
provides aid to receiving country. Also, if the purpose of the sending country is to
accomplish a domestic or international interest as well as to protect national security
with the political objectives, the sending country has a certain expectations from the
receiving country, which may be behavioral change in the receiving country. Even if
the purpose of the sending country is a humanitarian objective, then the receiving
country, at least, would have its difficult situation be alleviated by the aid or the
behavior of receiving country towards sending country should not be worse than before
the aid provision. According to Humanitarian Practice Network, “humanitarian
assistance is infused with political intent”45, and it particularly applies to the case of
North Korea, as shown below.
“Aid to North Korea is part of a political security and stability
agenda. The programme of the WFP in North Korea, its biggest
operation ever anywhere, mostly comprises grain given by the US
under the Clinton administration’s policy of engagement.
Washington takes account of the FAO/WFP assessments and the
WFP appeals, but has also made it clear that its food aid is
conditional on political progress towards security and stability in the
region. It is no coincidence that a US inspection of a suspected
nuclear site in March 1999 was closely followed by a pledge of a
further 400,000 tonnes of food aid”46
45
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Therefore, the framework based on the definition and purpose of the aid is shown
below.
Figure 2. Framework based on the Definition and Purpose of the Aid

Provide Aid

South Korean Aid
→
U.S. Aid

2.

Behavior Change

→

Reduction of the Number of
North Korean Military Provocations,
Nuclear Tests and Missile Launches
Towards South Korea

Previous Studies on Framework

Sung-Whan Ju states that foreign aid is simply a transfer of income from one
country to another country from an economic perspective; however, it could have a
political effect between the sending country and the receiving country.47 Moreover, the
purpose of aid towards North Korea is not only for humanitarian development
47

주성환, “남한의 대북 경제지원의 정치적 효과에 관한 연구,” 202.
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objectives in the short term but also aid is used as a political tool for achieving long
term political and economic objectives, thus he asserts that economic aid towards
North Korea can change the behavior of North Korea in accordance to what South
Korea wants and be able to reduce hostile actions towards South Korea.48
Han Dorussen argues that incentives should be distinguished from sanctions
since the meaning of incentives used to be known as ‘weak sanctions’, and he states
that “the incentive requires the sender to make a costly investment”.49 Then, he asserts
that incentives are traditionally considered as less effective instruments than sanctions,
however, incentives are currently considered as powerful instruments which make
cooperation out of conflicts.50 Indeed, the incentives are mostly defined as economic
incentives such as financial assistances, and he argues that these economic incentives
are exchanged for political concessions and have an adequate value to persuade a
receiving country to change policy while considering the incentives are important
inputs and tools in international politics.51 In addition to Dorussen’s arguement, Victor
Cha also states that “carrots today are the most effective sticks tomorrow”52.
Randall Newnham argues that economic linkage using as a political tool,
which induces the behavior of counterpart to the direction of what the sending country
48
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wants, is influential to the formation of alliances, shown by the case from the United
State to Iraq in 2003.53 Indeed, Todd Sandler states that alliance formation is explained
based on the rational cost-benefit analysis.54 These arguments can be explained that if
the benefit gained through the aid increases, the threat from the receiving country
would decrease. On the other hand, if the benefit gained through the aid decreases, the
threat from the receiving country would increase. It means that if the cost from the
receiving aid is bigger than the cost from the giving up threats, the behavior of
receiving country will change in positive way.

3.

Scope of Research

This thesis aims to explore the relationship between aid volume from South
Korea and the United States to North Korea and North Korean military provocations
towards South Korea through the five West Sea provocations which occurred from
1998 to 2012. In order to compare and contrast the trend of the aid volume to North
Korea from South Korea and that from the United States in accordance with North
Korean military provocations towards South Korea and missile launches and nuclear

53
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tests, I decided to choose the period from 1998 to 2012 because administrations of both
South Korea and the United States between 1998 and 2012 show two different types of
policy towards North Korea, engagement and containment, so that I can find both large
aid volumes and small aid volumes from both countries at the same time.
Figure 3. Series of Administrations of South Korea and the United States between
1998 and 2012

I would like to investigate two types of provocation: military provocation and
missile and nuclear threats. First of all, Mi-Sook Lee defined military provocation as
an action which threatens counterparts by military means, and the military provocation
is an important factor due to the fact that it is considered as a hostile military act that
becomes either a cause of war and dispute or a major factor in provoking war.55 North
Korea has been using military provocations with the purpose of overcoming its
domestic economic depression and ceasing the anxiety of the North Korean people
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coming from the instability of the regime. However, the intensity of the military
provocation critically developed from the ‘low and middle intensity’ in the early 1990s
to the ‘middle and high intensity’ in the period between 1998 and 2012.56 There were
several cases of violation of Northern Limit Line (NLL) by North Korean boats as well
as the intrusion of a North Korean midget submarine that signify the step up to ‘middle
and high intensity’ provocations by North Korea in the period of 1998 to 2012.57 Also,
the graph below clearly shows that the trend of North Korean provocation towards
South Korea and the cases of armed provocation and intrusion of NLL is relatively
grows during the period between 1998 and 2012.
Graph 1. Trend of North Korean provocations towards South Korea

Source: 전신욱, “연평도 포격사건을 계기로 본 남한의 대북정책과 북한의 도발양상
의 변화,” 한국보훈논총 제10권 제4호 (2011): 79.
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Among the various North Korean ‘middle and high intensity’ military
provocations towards South Korea, the five Wes Sea provocations are considered as the
most significant incidents to measure because the five provocations produced
casualties of either soldiers or civilians of both countries and brought the highest
tension not only between South Korea and North Korea but also between the United
States and North Korea. Therefore, these five West Sea provocations are significant
enough to have influenced the foreign policy and aid volume towards North Korea.
Table 1. Series of Military Provocations by North Korea between 1998 and 2012
Date

Event

June15, 1999

The First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do

June 29, 2002

The Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do

November 10, 2009

The Battle of Daecheong-do

March 26, 2010

The Sinking of the ROKS Cheonan

November 23, 2010

The Shelling of Yeonpyeong

Second, the nuclear test and missile launch are the provocations that affect not
only South Korea but also international community. For South Korea, the capital city,
Seoul, is only 50km away from the military demarcation line and therefore nuclear
missile could reach Seoul in eleven minutes and fifteen seconds if launched by North
Korea. 58 For the international community, nuclear bombs and missiles can be
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transferred to and launched from other states raising worries of other states during
military provocations. Chung Min Lee also emphasized the danger of North Korean
missile launch stating that “South Korea, the United States, and Japan all agree that
North Korean missiles pose significant security and military challenges, especially if
Pyeongyang begins to deploy long-range missiles such as Taepodong-2 or exports them
to third countries”.59 Moreover, missile and nuclear tests take place relatively closely
together signifying the intention to use the two weapons as a pair increasing the threat.
Thus, missile launches and nuclear tests are just as significant as military provocations,
and in the eyes of the international community, including the United States, it is a
major reason to engage North Korea and send aid to change its behavior.
Table 2. Series of Nuclear Tests and Missile Launches by North Korea between
1998 and 2012
Date

Event

August 31, 1998

The First Missile Launch: Daepodong-1

July 5, 2006

The Second Missile Launch: Daepodong-2

October 8, 2006

The First Nuclear Test

April 5, 2009

The Third Missile Launch: Daepodong-2

May 25, 2009

The Second Nuclear Test

April 13, 2012

The Fourth Missile Launch: Daepodong-2

December 12, 2012

The Fifth Missile Launch: Daepodong-2

59
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In my thesis, I define aid as a unilateral transfer of goods and money for any
motive either from South Korea or the United States to North Korea to North Korea;
not a bilateral exchange. Therefore, the aid provided for tours in Geumgang Mountain
and the Gaeseong Industrial Complex, and inter-Korean trade volume is not included at
this time considering that these fields are more closely related to the idea of business in
the needs of inter-Korean cooperation for economic development instead of unilateral
aid. In fact, the costs of Geumgang Mountain tours and the Gaeseong Industrial
Complex are covered by the inter-Korean cooperation fund.60 Also, I included money
transferred through Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO) in
order to support the building of light water reactors for North Korea in exchange for
the freezing of the nuclear program in Yongbyon and requesting agreement on
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspection from Geneva Agreed
Framework in 199461 because this aid is reflected in the unilateral aid towards North
Korea that is used for political inducement with an international security objective in
order to change the behavior of North Korea. Indeed, the measure of the aid is
examined by the average of the aid volume of each country so the aid volume above
the average would be the large amount of aid, and the aid volume below the average
would be the small amount.
South Korean aid towards North Korea is not included in the official statistics
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from the ODA,62 so I used the South Korean aid towards North Korea that is consists
of government assistance and grants, including grants, assistance from private funds,
food loans, private assistance and grants, and the money given through KEDO. The
United States banned the provision of foreign aid to North Korea so that the U.S.
cannot provide food aid directly from the government unless it is considered a national
interest by the president.63 Due to the fact that the U.S. aid is mostly provided through
the World Food Programme (WFP) and other non-governmental organizations,64 I
used the data of the United States aid towards North Korea from the Congressional
Research Service, which is consists of food aid, medical aid, Six-Party Talks related
aid, and the money given through KEDO.
Based on the research question along with the research scope, the hypothesis
is that each aid from South Korea and the United States to North Korea will not be
related to the North Korean provocations so the North Korean provocation will occur
regardless of the aid. Thus, the aid towards North Korea will not be able to change the
behavior of North Korea.
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(Quarterly

III.

1.

SOUTH KOREA AND THE U.S. AID TOWARDS
NORTH KOREA

Brief History and Objectives of Aid towards North Korea

South Korea and the United States have been providing aid to North Korea
since 1995, 65 while Kim Young Sam was serving as president after democratic
administration was introduced in South Korea, and President Bill Clinton was serving
his first term of presidency in the United States. It is certain that the main reason of
beginning aid provisions to North Korea was a shortage of food resulting from a
natural disaster in 1995. However, South Korean aid towards North Korea can be
consequentially defined as a political inducement which can reduce hostile actions
from North Korea to South Korea such as nuclear tests, missile launches, and military
provocations as a short-term goal as well as to push for regime change towards a
market economy by inducing North Korea’s reform and make North Korea participate
in the international community as a long-term goal. 66 Furthermore, the strategic
engagement, which is one of the factors of the engagement policy, means that more aid

65
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to North Korea as well as communication and cooperation with North Korea will lead
North Korea to give up the will of military provocation towards South Korea. 67
Therefore, the South Korean aid towards North Korea is an instrument to achieve
reduction of threats and further peaceful unification of South Korea and North Korea
as a final goal.
The objective of the United States aid towards North Korea is similar to that
of South Korea because the Clinton administration utilized the food aid as a political
tool in order to make North Korea to participate in discussion on international security
issues.68 Moreover, according to the three primary rationales of the United States
foreign aid policy, which are national security, commercial interests, and humanitarian
concerns,69 the United States had humanitarian objectives in mind due to the lack of
food in North Korea when it dispatched aid. At the same time, the Clinton
administration was worried about the collapse of the North Korean regime because a
hard-line policy may make North Korea unstable, and instability of the North Korean
regime can lead military provocation towards South Korea. Therefore, the Bill Clinton
administration believed that unconditional aid is necessary to prevent North Korean
threats.70 However, with the influence from the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001,
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the characteristics of the foreign aid has increasingly been associated with its national
security,71 so it affected the aid trend and volume of North Korea as well. Furthermore,
the United States also emphasized the promotion of democracy for providing aid as a
leading power of the world order,72 and used to provide aid towards North Korea due
to the establishment of the Geneva Agreed Framework in 1994 and the first North
Korean nuclear crisis in 1993 and 1994.

2. South Korean Aid towards North Korea

South Korea is one of the biggest aid senders of food aid, and the food
assistance is mostly given through bilateral relations in a direct manner.73 Foreign aid
towards North Korea is consists of energy assistance and food aid, and medical
assistance through the government grants, private funds such as through international
organizations, and food loans, which are all considered as the government assistance
and grants, and private assistance and grants, and the money given through KEDO as
we can see in the below table. Most of the aid from South Korea is provided in terms
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of food and fertilizer.
Table 3. South Korean Aid towards North Korea

Year

Governmental Level (US$)

Private Level
(Grant) (US$)

KEDO
(US$)

Total
(US$)

Grant

Food Loan

1998

11,008,807

_

19,658,584

50,590,549

81,257,940

1999

28,499,849

_

18,747,688

6,407,868

53,655,405

2000

86,501,977

93,489,355

34,229,310

308,871,922

523,092,564

2001

75,532,797

_

60,581,176

271,062,120

407,176,093

2002

91,109,619

120,680,285

46,034,334

288,715,373

546,539,611

2003

92,038,695

126,689,543

64,267,676

333,019,593

616,015,507

2004

114,705,548

118,724,174

136,109,097

137,096,270

506,635,089

2005

132,772,305

174,458,904

76,051,196

90,220,347

473,502,752

2006

237,883,434

_

74,201,212

_

312,084,646

2007

213,409,384

161,967,284

97,826,087

_

473,202,755

2008

39,724,648

_

65,754,270

_

105,478,918

2009

23,033,532

_

29,536,195

_

52,569,727

2010

17,643,090

_

17,297,148

_

34,940,238

2011

5,865,844

_

11,821,931

_

17,687,775

2012

2,041,034

_

10,471,390

_

12,512,424

Source: Compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea and data and Korean
Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).

The aid volume during periods where a soft-line policy towards North Korea
was pursued shows a large amount in principle. A large amount of aid volume followed
under the three steps of President Kim Dae Jung’s unification plan, which are “the
settlement of peace and reconciliation, establishment of a North-South confederation,

30

and finally, a unified nation”, 74 and his will and sense of values on persistent
assistance towards North Korea were shown in his inaugural address, “If interaction
and cooperation between the South and North are realized, we are prepared to support
North Korea even if it pushes for interaction and cooperation with our friends,
including the United States and Japan as well as international organizations”75 and
“We will not be stingy in extending food aid to North Korea from the Government and
private organizations through reasonable ways”.76 These efforts came to the result in
the Sunshine Policy, which is “a policy of reconciliation and cooperation toward North
Korea aiming at mutual prosperity and peaceful coexistence through the dismantling of
the Cold War structure and realization of interdependence and free travel”.77 The June
15 Joint Declaration agreed upon by the leaders of both South Korea and North Korea
in 2000 became a symbol of the Sunshine Policy, and the aid was sustained in large
amounts from 2000 until the end of the Roh Moo Hyun administration. President Roh
Moo Hyun who is known as the successor of President Kim Dae Jung inherited the
engagement policy78 because he thought that the “South’s economic assistance will
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contribute not only to alleviating the North’s economic hardship but also to moderating
Pyongyang’s behavior and policy toward the outside world”79 and it is important that
South Korea should not aggressively confront North Korea. Therefore, the aid volume
during the period of the Roh Moo Hyun administration is even larger than the previous
administration.
As we can see in the previous case towards North Korea, South Korea used to
provide a large amount of humanitarian assistances and tried peaceful cooperation with
North Korea for ten years during the Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun administration
due to the Sunshine Policy. Despite the efforts of South Korean government in order to
alleviate inter-Korean tensions, North Korea responded with several military
provocations towards South Korea and other threats such as missile launches and
nuclear tests. Thus, South Korea was the country that provided the largest amount of
humanitarian and economic aid to North Korea until the Soft-line policy that was
pursued during the Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun administration ended with the
start of Lee Myung Bak administration.80
The aid volume in 2008 when the Lee Myung Bak administration started
rapidly dropped to one fourth of the previous year, and it has been gradually decreased
until the end of his tenure under the new policy towards North Korea called the,
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“Denuclearization, Opening, Three Thousand” (DOT) Policy with the statement of “the
era of unconditional concessions to the North is over”.81 The DOT Policy is different
from the Sunshine Policy because Sunshine Policy means unconditional openness and
aid provision to realize peaceful cooperation and coexistence of the two Koreas. On the
other hand, the DOT Policy demands North Korea's behavior first change, such as
giving up nuclear weapons, before the response of South Korea.82 However, the aid
volume in 2008 was larger than in other years of the Lee Myung Bak administration
due to the fact that there was a “Three Principles of Humanitarian Assistance towards
North Korea”, which is designed by the Minister of Foreign Affairs Yoo Myung Hwan.
This program argued for humanitarian aid regardless political issues, direct assistance
if North Korea asks, humanitarian aid when North Korea experiences severe
disasters,83 and his aims on continuation of humanitarian aid is shown in that the “Lee
Myung Bak government did not officially refuse to provide food aid to the North. Lee
continued repeating that such aid would be delivered as soon as the North lodged an
official request”.84
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3. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea

In the case of the United States, aid volume during the period of a soft-line
policy towards North Korea shows a large amount in principle, which is similar to the
case of South Korea at the same time. Foreign aid towards North Korea is consists of
energy assistance, food aid, and relatively small amounts of the medical assistance as
we can see in the table below. In particular, food aid makes up the biggest part of the
entire aid volume of the United States, and more than 90% of the food aid from the
United States is given through the WFP of the United Nations.85 The United States
also provided aid through KEDO like South Korea, and Six-Party Talks related aid is
provided in the form of fuel oil and other materials for nuclear disablement.
The aid volume during the period when a soft-line policy towards North
Korea was pursued under the Bill Clinton administration shows a large amount in
principle like South Korea, especially in 1999. During the period under the President
Bill Clinton, the U.S. government tried to induce North Korea to open and reform since
the Agreed Framework was established, and there was also a fear of the collapse of
North Korea due to the unstable situations such as communist dictatorship and
famine.86 Thus, unconditional food aid was significant factor under the Bill Clinton
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administration, and the aid volume was large. 87 Also, President Bill Clinton
emphasized cooperation with South Korea in order to maintain a peaceful Korean
peninsula in the State of Union Message, “Together with South Korea, we must
advance peace talks with North Korea”.88
Table 4. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea

Source: Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS
Report for Congress (2013): 2.
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Different from the Clinton administration, the George W. Bush administration
reduced the aid volume towards North Korea under the containment policy, and
designation of North Korea as a member of the axis of evil during the State of Union
Address and a statement of North Korea as a potential target for attacks followed. The
aid volume kept decreasing while North Korea was demonstrating treacherous
behavior such as the second nuclear crisis, withdrawal from the NPT and the
declaration of possessing nuclear weapons, and the aid volume finally dwindled down
to 0 in 2006. However, the aid volume rose to its second largest mark between 1998
and 2012 due to the successful negotiations of Six-Party Talks at the end of the George
W. Bush administration in 2008.
Aid volume in 2009, when the Barack Obama administration began, rapidly
decreased from the previous year, which was the end of the George W. Bush
administration, and that is because more energy aid was provided through the Six Party
Talks in 2007. After the Obama administration started, the aid volume was decreased
just as under the Bush administration did under the policy called “strategic patience”,
which is “a policy that suggested that the United States could afford to wait for North
Korea to make its decision to denuclearize”,89 and the aid volume marked 0 once again
in 2012.
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Table 5. South Korean Aid and the U.S. Aid to North Korea in accordance with
the West Sea Provocations, Nuclear Tests, and Missile Launches: 1998-2012
United States

South Korea
Policy
towards
North
Korea

Soft-line

Soft-line

Hard-line

Policy
towards
North
Korea

Aid
Volume
(US$)

Military
Provocation
Date

Aid
Volume
(US$)

Year

81,257,940

1998

53,655,405

1999

523,092,564

2000

138,700,000

407,176,093

2001

132,970,000

546,539,611

2002

140,900,000

616,015,507

2003

27,780,000

506,635,089

2004

473,502,752

2005

5,700,000

312,084,646

2006

0

473,202,755

2007

45,100,000

105,478,918

2008

224,700,000

52,569,727

2009

24,600,000

11. 10

34,940,238

2010

3,500,000

3. 26, 11. 23

17,687,775

2011

900,000

12,512,424

2012

0

122,900,000
Soft-line

Hard-line

Hard-line

287,200,000

Nuclear
Test,
Missile
Launch
8. 31

6. 15

6. 29

36,400,000

7. 5, 10. 9

4. 5, 5. 25

4. 13, 12.12

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).90 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.
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The currency unit of South Korean aid is marked in Korean won in the data from Ministry of
Unification. In order to compare the data with the United States aid, I changed the aid volume
from the Korean won to the U.S. dollar, calculating based on the previous exchange rates found
on the website of the Bank of Korea.
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Graph 2. South Korean Aid and the U.S. Aid to North Korea in accordance with
the West Sea Provocations: 1998-2012

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).91 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.

Graph 3. South Korean Aid and the U.S. Aid to North Korea in accordance with
the Nuclear Tests and Missile Launches: 1998-2012
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The currency unit of South Korean aid is marked in Korean won in the data from Ministry of
Unification. In order to compare the data with the United States aid, I changed the aid volume
from the Korean won to the U.S. dollar, calculating based on the previous exchange rates
marked on the website of the Bank of Korea.
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Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).92 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.
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The currency unit of South Korean aid is marked in Korean won in the data from Ministry of
Unification. In order to compare the data with the United States aid, I changed the aid volume
from the Korean won to the U.S. dollar, calculating based on the previous exchange rates
marked on the website of the Bank of Korea.
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IV.

AID AND MILITARY PROVOCATION

Table 6. South Korea and the U.S. Aid and Military Provocation

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).93 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.

1.

The First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do on June15, 1999

93

The currency unit of South Korean aid is marked in Korean won in the data from Ministry of
Unification. In order to compare the data with the United States aid, I changed the aid volume
from the Korean won to the U.S. dollar, calculating based on the previous exchange rates
marked on the website of the Bank of Korea.
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a. Brief Description of the Battle
On June 14, 1999, there was a huge clash between South Korean naval vessels
and North Korean naval vessels around the island of Yeonpyeong in the West Sea,
called “the first such exchange since the Korean War”.94 Before the actual provocation,
there was a ‘nine-day confrontation’ between the South and the North, in which there
were several violations of Northern Limit Line (NLL) by North Korean fishing boats.95
Regarding these violations, South Korea interdicted with a standard countermeasures
towards the North Korean fishing boats, however, North Korea demanded an apology
from South Korea with the statement, “Should South Korea continue its illegal
incursions, the DPRK would return fire for fire and mercilessly punish the
provocateurs”.96 Finally, the battle was started from the opening fire by the North
Korean torpedo boats when it violated the NLL with nine other naval vessels, and both
sides exchanged fire for fourteen minutes. As a result, North Korea ships were severely
damaged; one naval vessel was fired on and sunk, other ships were seriously damaged,
more than thirty people were killed and seventy people were injured while South Korea
navy vessels took little damage and only suffered minor casualties.97
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b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
Since the assistance began in 1995 under the Kim Young Sam administration
with the humanitarian objective due to the shortage of food from the flood, the aid
volume towards North Korea had been repetitively fluctuating until 1999 in the period
of the early Kim Dae Jung administration. At the same time, South Korea provided aid
under KEDO in order to support the construction light water reactors for North Korea
in exchange for the freezing of the North Korean nuclear program in Yongbyon and
agreement on IAEA inspection under the Geneva Agreed Framework in 1994.98 Under
President Kim Dae Jung's engagement policy, called the Sunshine Policy as well,
which is a “policy to induce incremental and voluntary changes in North Korea for
peace, opening, and reforms through a patient pursuit of reconciliation, exchanges, and
cooperation”99 towards North Korea, the aid transferred to North Korea maintained a
large amount of volume, and the aid volume towards North Korea tremendously
increased from the year of 2000 compared to the previous years. That is due to the
influence of Berlin Declaration in March, and the 6.15 Joint Declaration between South
Korea and North Korea, as well as the result of the second summit meeting between
the ministers of South Korea and North Korea.
As shown in table 6, however, the aid volume in 1998 and 1999 is
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tremendously smaller than the aid volume after the year of 2000, and the aid volume in
1999, when the first battle of Yeonpyeong-do occurred, is even smaller than the aid
volume in 1998. Due to domestic economic difficulties in South Korea during what is
known as the IMF crisis, the South Korean government unfortunately reduced the aid
volume towards North Korea. Therefore, it is true that the first battle of Yeonpyeongdo occurred when the South Korean aid volume towards North Korea was reduced.
When South Korea was facing economic difficulties in 1988 and 1999, North
Korea was dealing with hard times due to food shortage at that time as well, and as
explained by New York Times, “North Korea has entered its fourth year of famine and
its next harvest will be bleak without the much needed imports of fertilizer and fuel”.100
Even though also dealing with its own harsh conditions, South Korea suggested
conversations with North Korea in terms of improving the inter-Korean relationship.
However, North Korea rejected negotiations with South Korea regarding the family
reunion issue and demanded more aid from South Korea in April 1998.101 After the
refusal of North Korea, South Korea agreed to provide 200,000 tons of fertilizer by the
end of July in exchange for discussion of the family reunion issue with North Korea in
early June, 1999.102 However, North Korea provoked the First Battle of Yeonpyeongdo on June15, 1999.
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After the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do, the only action the Kim Dae Jung
administration could muster in response to the battle was the temporary delay in
shipping the 200,000 tons of fertilizer that has been already been promised to North
Korea, in direct contradiction to one of his three principles of policy towards North
Korea: it will not tolerate any military provocation.103 Moreover, North Korea did not
agree on opening the highest level government negotiations in the April 1998 and did
not start the negotiations claiming that South Korea did not deliver the aid on time.
Consequently, a 22,000-ton shipment which arrived overnight in the North Korean port
of Nampo made talks possible between South Korea and North Korea.
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c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
Bill Clinton administration believed that carrots are the tools which can
change the behavior of North Korea105 so the administration provided the largest
amount of aid volume under the soft-line policy in principle. At the same time, the
United States aid towards North Korea was particularly considered not only for
humanitarian purpose, but also for strategic purposes in order to prevent the collapse of
the North Korean regime which could bring about “a highly unpredictable threat” to
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the international community106 even though the State Department said “there was no
link between the food aid and politics”.107 Especially, the aid volume in the year of
1999, which is the year of the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do occurred, shows the peak
of aid transfer to North Korea among the other years between 1998 in 2012. For
example, the administration said that “the United States would provide more than
200,000 metric tons of food aid and seed potatoes to North Koreas, which is worth $60
million”.108 In terms of the transfer method, the United States utilized diverse channels
for aid transfer, shown by “Half is being provided by Washington through the United
Nations World Food Program, the usual channel for American assistance to North
Korea. The other half is being provided directly to North Korea through private
American organizations, the first time the United States has used such a channel”.109
Despite the largest amount of aid transfer through the diverse channels from the United
States to North Korea in 1999, what North Korea’s response to the United States was
the violation of NLL by North Korean naval vessels, then, instigating military
provocations towards South Korea, which is known as “the first major military
confrontation since the end of the Korean War”.110
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2. The Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do on June 29, 2002.

a. Brief Description of the Battle
On June 29, 2002, North Korean patrol boats crossed the NLL, which is seven
miles away from the Yeonpyeong Island, and opened fire with 85mm guns on South
Korean vessels despite warnings from the South Korean navy. South Korea promptly
responded to the North Korean side, and after the confrontation, six South Korean
sailors were killed and nineteen were wounded as well as the steering room and engine
room of one South Korean vessel was destroyed.111 For North Korea, more than thirty
soldiers were killed or injured, and most of the outside deck of the vessels was
destroyed during the battle.112

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
President Kim Dae Jung’s Berlin Declaration in March signified the
beginning of tremendous increases in the volume of South Korean aid towards North
Korea, and reaching an agreement on the inter-Korean summit in April also showed the
development of a good relationship between South Korea and North Korea. The
successful agreement on the 6.15 Joint Declarations between South Korea and North
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Korea in 2000 was a representation of the peaceful relations of the two Koreas. After
the 6.15 Joint Declaration, South Korea provided 400,000 tons of rice and corn and
300,000 tons of fertilizer to North Korea in the first half of every year,113 so it helped
boost up and maintain the aid volume while pursuing the Sunshine Policy. Thus, the
aid volume jumped extremely between 1999 and 2000, and the large aid volumes were
generally sustained until the end of the Roh Moo Hyun administration. Moreover,
South Korea has been consistently supplying seventy percent of entire costs of
constructing light water reactors through KEDO. The relationship between South
Korea and North Korea at that time was evaluated as the greatest ever since the
division by the Korean War. However, North Korea was suddenly provoked the Second
Battle of Yeonpyeong-do on June 29, 2002. One year after the provocation, newly
elected President Roh Moo Hyun and his administration provided even more economic
and humanitarian aid to North Korea which was greater than the total amount of the aid
provided during all of the past administrations, which is shown by the fact that “Seoul
agreed to fully comply with North Korea's requests for 50,000 tons of cement, 10,000
tons of food, 10 bulldozers, 10 steam shovels, 500 tons of diesel oil, 500 tons of
gasoline, 1,500 sets of school desks and chairs, 50 blackboards, 10,000 tons of food
and 50 television sets”.114 That occurred due to the continuous engagement policy
towards North Korea which President Roh Moo Hyun believed in strongly as he
113
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conveyed in his statement, “the improvement in reconciliation and cooperation
between South and North Korea is essential to the reduction of tension on the Korean
Peninsula and for the eventual resolution of the nuclear standoff”.115

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
The George W. Bush administration criticized the engagement policy towards
North Korea which was pursued during the Clinton administration, and external factors
such as September 11th terrorist attack in 2001 also contributed to the stagnant
relationship between the United States and North Korea. Especially in 2001, President
Bush clearly designated North Korea as one of the members of the axis of evil during
his State Union Address and stated North Korea is a potential target for attack as well.
The rapid change of the U.S. behavior accelerated a stiffening of the United States
North Korean relationship.116
As we can see in the trend of aid volume, despite pursuing a containment
policy towards North Korea that led to a dull relationship between the United States
and North Korea, the aid volumes remained similar to the previous years during the
Bill Clinton administration that pursued an engagement policy towards North Korea
because “the United States supports the Sunshine Policy in principle, and this was
demonstrated again by President Bush when he said in a joint news conference with
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President Kim Dae Jung during his visit to Seoul in February 2002 that he supported
President Kim’s effort to establish a dialogue with North Korea”.117 Moreover, the U.S.
Secretary of State Colin Powell met Kim Jong-il as well. All of these facts led to the
United States becoming the country that provided more food aid to North Korea than
any other in the international community118 during the first two years of George W.
Bush’s presidency.
One thing that deserves attention is that the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do
occurred on June 29, 2002 when the aid volume towards North Korea is similar to the
volume of previous administration or even larger than the volume of the Clinton
administration. That means that North Korea was instigated military provocation
despite a large amount of aid supplied by the United States. In 2002, the United States
supplied 157,000 metric tons of food aid to North Korea through the United Nations,
and U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell stated “We are also concerned about the
people of North Korea, people who are in very great need” and “We will be working
with the international donor community to ensure that needy people receive the food
that is intended for them”.119 Furthermore, after 2002, the year when the provocation
occurred, the aid volume from the U.S. to North Korea was rapidly reduced as it was
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cut to almost one fifth of its previous level the year before. Richard A. Boucher, the
State Department spokesman, regarding the reduction of the aid towards North Korea,
mentioned that “the United States would deliver at least 40,000 metric tons of food to
North Korea in 2003 and was prepared to increase that amount by a further 60,000
tons”.120

3.

The Battle of Daecheong-do on November 10, 2009

a. Brief Description of the Battle
On November 10, 2009, a North Korean vessel crossed the NLL near
Daecheong Island so South Korean vessels broadcasted warnings five times and fired a
warning shot towards the North Korean vessel. Then, North Korea fired with intent on
hitting the South Korean vessel, and the battle resulted in partial destruction of the
North Korean vessel due to a fire, but the South Korean ship suffered no damage. The
Battle of Daecheong-do was a short 2-minute clash between South Korea and North
Korea, and North Korea claimed that South Korea began the provocation so South
Korea should apologize to North Korea.121
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b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
North Korea was quiet silent on creating huge military provocations like what
they have previously done during the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do in 1999 and the
Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do in 2002, and after the Second Battle of Yeonpyeongdo occurred even though there were other kinds of threats such as nuclear tests and
missile launches between June, 2002 and November 2009, it was mostly quiet in terms
of military provocations the Roh Moo Hyun administration. However, North Korea
proved that they did not forget how to engage in military provocation towards South
Korea by instigating the Battle of Daecheong-do on November 10, 2009.
Before the Battle of Daecheong-do, aid volume supplied to North Korea was
maintained at very high levels, and “South Korea and North Korea held their secondever summit meeting, which yielded a potentially far reaching accord extending
economic relations in October 2007”.122 In February 2008, President Lee Myung Bak
was newly elected after President Roh Moo Hyun, and the new president declared
pursuit of hard-line policy towards North Korea, which is reversed the ten years of the
engagement policy.123 At that time, “The Pyeongyang media remained silent about Lee
and his new government for nearly three months after the elections, obviously on the
assumption that Seoul would resume the old line”. 124 However, Lee Myung Bak
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administration declared the “Three Principles of Humanitarian Assistance towards
North Korea”: humanitarian aid regardless political issues, direct assistance if North
Korea asks, and humanitarian aid when North Korea is experiencing severe
disasters,125 so the aid volume in 2008, the first year of his presidency, was larger than
the volume of other years of Lee Myung Bak administration. Compared to the previous
administrations, the aid volume in general was reduced because of the aid supplied
under the conditional aid clause, and the aid volume in 2009 also decreased compared
to the previous year. Thus, the fact that aid kept being reduced under the Lee Myung
Bak administration seems to be related to the battle of Daecheong-do.
While pursuing the relatively harsh policy of conditional aid of the Lee
Myung Bak administration compared to the Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun
administration, one of the tourists at Geumgang Mountain was shot by a North Korean
guard in July 2008, and North Korea blamed South Korea as well as rejected calls to
resume dialogue from the President Lee Myung Bak.126 Therefore, the inter-Korean
tension became extremely severe, and the second nuclear test also occurred on May 25,
2009, which alerted not only South Korea, but also the international community as well.
South Korea provided $52,569,727 dollars towards North Korea in 2009, and
this amount of aid could not prevent the battle of Daecheong-do on November 10,
2009. While the aid transfer was processed under the conditional way, South Korea
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offered “10,000 tons of corn to North Korea, which was much smaller than what South
Korea used to provide, 500,000 tons of rice and 300,000 tons of chemical fertilizer in
October 26, 2009 to help the North Korea make up its yearly food shortages of up to a
million tons”.127

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
When the Battle of Daecheong-do occurred, the United States administration
was led by the newly elected President Obama, and the aid volume in 2009 rapidly
reduced compared to the volume in 2008. It shows that the decrease of aid volume is
related to the North Korean military provocation, but it is important to scrutinize the
aid volume and policy towards North Korea before the provocation, which was under
the Bush administration when he was heading towards the end of his presidency. The
aid volume in 2008 shows a drastic increase from the volume in 2007 and especially
from the aid volume in 2006 which marked zero due to the nuclear test by North Korea.
It is because of the result of the six-party talks; energy assistance including the
provision of heavy oil was resumed from 2007 due to the fact that North Korea agreed
to freeze the nuclear facilities and resubmit to monitoring by inspectors which had not
taken place since the withdrawal of Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT).128 In addition to
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the aid from the Six Party Talks, the United States provided 148,270 metric tons of
food aid, which is worth about 93,700,000 dollars to North Korea. However, the huge
amount of aid which resulted from both Six-Party Talks and humanitarian aid was
stopped again because North Korea launched a Daepodong-2 missile on April 5, 2009
and performed a nuclear test on May 25, 2009, and it directly led the UN security
sanction in June 2009.129 Therefore, it is certain that the decrease of aid volume from
the United States to North Korea is related to the occurrence of North Korean military
provocations, but the cause of halting aid is directly related to North Korean action.

4.

The Sinking of the ROKS Cheonan on March 26, 2010 and the Shelling
of Yeonpyeong on November 23, 2010

a. Brief Description of the Attacks
On March 26, 2010, the Cheonan warship was sank by a North Korean
torpedo attack off the west coast of the Baengnyeong Island. At that time, 104 South
Korean soldiers were on the warship, and 46 sailors were killed in the attack. North
Korea denied the fact that it was the one who attacked the Cheonan warship; however,
a multilateral expert team determined that the Cheonan warship was attacked by a
North Korean torpedo, and it was likely revenge for a past naval clash on May 20,
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2010.130
On November 23, 2010, North Korea fired 170 artillery shells on Yeonpyeong
Island, and South Korea responded with 80 shells of their own aimed at North Korea.
Due to the North Korean bombardment, two South Korean marines were killed, sixteen
South Korean soldiers were wounded, and two civilians were killed. North Korea
asserted that the shelling was a proper action in regards of the South Korean military
threat even though South Korea and the other countries besides China affirm that North
Korea must apologize to South Korea.131 The shelling of Yeonpyeong is the most
recent military provocations committed by North Korea, and this battle is significant
because it was the first direct provocation by North Korea towards South Korean
territory rather than a sea clash. Moreover, it was also the first time instance in which
citizens were killed since the Korean War.

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Attacks
The aid provided to North Korea in 2010 was reduced from 2009 because
several North Korean provocations occurred towards South Korea in 2009, which are
the battle of Daecheong-do on November 10, the third missile launch on April 5, and
the second nuclear test on May 25. Moreover, North Korea also announced the success
of uranium enrichment on September 3, 2009. South Korea initially donated 13 million
130
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dollars to the World Health Organization (WHO) in order to send medicine and
medical supplies to North Korea in 2009, however, the distribution of money was
suspended at the request of South Korea since North Korea had attacked the Cheonan
warship on March 26, 2010.132 Due to the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan, President
Lee Myung Bak sanctioned North Korea, a policy known as “5.24”. This meant the
practical cease of inter-Korean relations.133 The response of President Lee Myung Bak
regarding the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan was controversy amongst the public.
Some people supported his reaction, but others blamed him and argued the North
Korean attack took place because of the halt of unconditional aid towards North Korea
under his hard-line policy.134 Moreover, North Korea threatened South Korea with the
phrase “sea of flames” which was mentioned by the General Staff of North Korea,
“North Korea would launch an “all-out military strike” to blow up any propaganda
facilities along the border, and that its retaliation would be “a merciless strike
foreseeing even the turn of Seoul ... into a sea of flames””.135
Even though South Korea lost 46 sailors due to the sinking of the ROKS
132
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Cheonan, 5.24 sanctions were implemented, and through the belligerent rhetoric
towards South Korea, the Lee Myung Bak administration kept providing humanitarian
aid due to the severe flooding in August in North Korea. Thus, 8.5 million dollars of
aid including 3 million cups of instant noodles and 5,000 tons of rice were delivered to
North Korea in the late October 2010, and it was the first time food aid was sent from
the South Korean government to North Korea since President Lee Myung Bak started
to his tenure in 2008.136 A month after the aid supply towards North Korea began;
however, North Korea provoked the shelling of Yeonpyeong in Novermber 23, 2010
and even killed civilians.
Even though the aid volume towards North Korea was a lot smaller than the
previous year, after the provocation, the South Korean government tried to send aid to
North Korea despite the inter-Korean tensions from the continuous military
provocations by North Korea, which include the battle of Daecheong-do on November
10, 2009, the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan on March 26, 2010, and the shelling of
Yeonpyeong on Novermber 23, 2010. South Korea’s offer was worth 4.7 million
dollars of bedding and baby food in flood relief to North Korea, but North Korea did
not respond to this offer from South Korea, and the reason that North Korea did not
reply to the offer is assumed to be that the items North Korea requested from South
Korea were cement and equipment.137
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c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Attacks
The U.S. aid provided to North Korea in 2010 totaled $3,500,000 dollars,
which is a rapid reduction from the aid in 2009 and is similar to the trend of South
Korea. This also marked one of the smallest amounts of aid, and the battle of
Daecheong-do, the third missile launch and the second nuclear test in 2009 definitely
led the rapid decrease of aid volume in 2010. These unexpected provocations from
North Korea made President Obama rethink the U.S. policy towards North Korea.
Despite his criticism of President Bush’s containment policy towards North Korea
when he was the Democratic presidential candidate in 2008, he changed his mind after
the above three provocations.138 After the attack, “the Obama administration backed
South Korea’s decision to punish North Korea with tough trade sanctions”.139 Indeed,
the small amount of aid volume is due to the rejection of the U.S. food aid by North
Korea starting from March 2009. Even though North Korea refused the food aid for a
year at this moment, the United States considered resuming food aid in March 23, few
days before the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan occurred.140 However, North Korea
aggressively attacked the warship and left 46 dead. Even during the period of the eight
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months in between the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan and the shelling of Yeonpyeong,
both South Korea and the United States had been open to dispensing humanitarian aid
to North Korea.141 Nonetheless, North Korea instigated the shelling of Yeonpyeong on
November 23, 2010. Therefore, the small amount of aid did not affect North Korea’s
behavior in this case, but it is from the refusal of the U.S. aid by North Korea.
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V.

AID AND NUCLEAR TEST AND MISSILE LAUNCH

Table 7. South Korea and the U.S. Aid and Nuclear Test and Missile Launch

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).142 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.

1.

The First Missile Launch: Daepodong-1 on August 31, 1998
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a. Brief Description of the Missile Launch
North Korea launched a ballistic missile called the Daepodong-1 on August
31, 1998 in Musudan-ri, Hamgyeongbuk-do. The Daepodong-1 missile was originally
called Gwangmyeongseong-1 in North Korea, and it was a three-stage rocket that flew
about 1,800 to 2,500 km.143 North Korea announced that the rocket was successfully
launched into the orbit, but in reality it had failed. The missile flew over approximately
1,646 km and fell into the Pacific Ocean after passing over Japanese territory.144

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch
The year of 1998 was the period when President Kim Dae Jung was newly
elected, and the aid volume in 1998 had increased from the volume of the previous
year, which was during the Kim Young Sam administration. As mentioned about the
situation of North Korea in 1998 above, North Korea had a shortage of food so famine
was the biggest problem. Therefore, South Korea tried to support North Korea both at
the governmental and non-governmental level. For example, South Korean Red Cross
made a decision to ship 15,000 tons of food aid to North Korea in May, 1997,145 and
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South Korean government decided to provide 50,000 tons of food aid towards North
Korea as well as planning to give more aid in at the government level.146 Furthermore,
South Korea offered aid under KEDO in order to support the building of light water
reactors for North Korea in exchanged for the freezing of their nuclear program in
Yongbyon and requesting an agreement on IAEA inspections in accordance with the
Geneva Agreed Framework in 1994147 regardless of the harsh circumstances in North
Korea. Especially, the founder of Hyundai, Chung Ju Yung, visited North Korea with
50 trucks filled with 500 cattle on June 16, 1998, 148 in support of the peaceful
unification of the two Koreas. However, North Korea suddenly launched a Daepodong1 missile on August 31, 1998, and it showing the treacherous behavior of North Korea
towards South Korea even though President Kim Dae Jung pursued the Sunshine
policy towards North Korea.

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch
The United States already been pursuing an engagement policy towards North
Korea under the Bill Clinton administration and provided aid through KEDO like
South Korea since 1994 when the Agreed Framework was implemented so there was a
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large amount of aid being transferred to North Korea at that time. The aid volume in
1998 was larger than that of the previous year, and the press and the media in the
United States fully supported the engagement policy of the Clinton administration by
increasing the number of reports on the U.S. humanitarian food aid towards North
Korea and emphasizing the necessity of humanitarian aid.149 Therefore, the aid supply
towards North Korea must have gone smoothly. Moreover, the private relief
organizations of the United States sent about $23 million dollars of medical aid to
North Korea. 150 Despite a large amount of aid with the full support of both
governments and the media, North Korea launched the Daepodong-1 missile. The
United States showed consistent behavior despite the long-range missile launch by
North Korea; the United States decided to provide about 300,000 tons of grains and
wheat for emergency food aid to North Korea.151

2. The Second Missile Launch: Daepodong-2 on July 5, 2006 and the
First Nuclear Test on October 9, 2006
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a. Brief Description of the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
In July 2006, North Korea launched a three longer-range ballistic missile
Daepodong-2, which is three times heavier than the Daepodpong-1, despite only being
able to carry a similar size warhead, and it has a range of 6,000 km which is three times
longer than the Daepodong-1.152 The missile launch failed because the missile fell into
the East Sea 40 seconds in to the flight,153 but the missile test attracted attention
because it showed that North Korea’s capacity to deliver weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) was growing.154
Three months later, on October 9, 2006, North Korea conducted the first
nuclear test at an underground facility in Poonggye-ri, Hamgyeongbuk-do after
announcing its intention to do so on October 4. The nuclear device was plutoniumfueled, and the nuclear yield was about 0.2-1 kiloton, and North Korea attempted to
miniaturize the device so that it would be able to deliver the weapon using the
previously tested ballistic missile. 155 Due to the nuclear test, the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC) imposed sanctions on North Korea in Resolution 1718.156
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b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
The year of 2006 is during the presidency of Roh Moo Hyun so the policy
towards North Korea at that time was engagement; however, the aid volume of South
Korea towards North Korea in 2006 was $312,084,646 dollars, which was slightly less
compared to the previous year. South Korean aid in general began to decrease at this
point despite pursuing the Sunshine policy because North Korea declared that it has
nuclear weapons and announced that it will refuse any talks related to nuclear weapons
sponsored by the United States on February 10, 2005.157 Considering that North Korea
recognized itself as a nuclear state, the aid volume in 2006 is still quite substantial.
Due to North Korea’s declaration of having nuclear weapons, the South
Korean government could not continue the aid which was provided by KEDO, so the
Roh Moo Hyun administration stopped the aid supply through KEDO starting in 2006.
Before the declaration, “South Korea has already delivered 350,000 tons of fertilizer
this year but would withhold 500,000 tons of rice and 100,000 tons of fertilizer the
North had sought in aid this year”. 158 The South Korean government had been
maintaining its engagement policy and provided large amounts of aid to North Korea
even though North Korea declared that it had a uranium enrichment program in
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October 2002, the so-called a second nuclear crisis,159 and withdrew NPT in 2003. It
clearly shows the patience of South Korea towards North Korea, and the government’s
action after the North Korea’s declaration of possessing nuclear weapons was
comprehensible. Furthermore, the Roh Moo Hyun administration announced that
“South Korea would maintain their basic efforts to engage North Korea through
economic cooperation, a policy exemplified by a joint industrial complex in Gaesong,
North Korea” 160 even though both joint industrial complex in Gaesong do not
constitute aid in this thesis. Regardless of the patience of South Korea, eventually,
North Korea launched a Deapodong-2 long-range missile on July 5, 2006 and
conducted nuclear tests on October 9, 2006.

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
In 2006, when both a long-range missile launch and the first nuclear test
occurred, the United States gave no aid to North Korea. The World Food Program
(WFP) ended the food aid supply programs towards North Korea and closed its offices
from January 1, 2006 at the request of North Korea.161 The aid volume during the
Bush administration had been reduced compared to the Clinton administration;
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however, it was the first time that no aid was transferred from the United States since
the United States started to provide aid to North Korea. Thus, the aid volume was
obviously reduced from the previous year, and whether it is related to the aid from the
United States or not, North Korea launched Daepodong-2 long-range missile on July 5,
2006 and conducted nuclear test on October 9, 2006.
If we explore more in detail, the United States has been providing heavy fuel
oil to North Korea since 1995 through KEDO, which was established by
implementation of Agreed Framework between the United States and North Korea on
October 21, 1994. According to the Agreed Framework, the United States promised to
build light water reactors in North Korea, and North Korea allowed the monitoring of
nuclear facilities by international inspectors. Thus, the United States has been
supplying aid in the form of heavy fuel oil and other food aid through KEDO.
Moreover, North Korea agreed to suspend long range missile test in exchange for
additional economic assistance from the United States and Japan on September 12,
1999, and the officials from the United States and North Korea discussed the ballistic
missile issue in May 2000.162 However, the aid towards North Korea was stopped
because North Korea acknowledged possessing a Uranium Enrichment Program (UEP)
in December 2002 and withdrew the NPT in 2003.163 This behavior was definitely a
violation of the agreement so it led the United States and the international community
162
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to become angry and reduce aid towards North Korea as well as officially terminate
KEDO.
President Bush expressed that he wanted to pursue a new policy towards
North Korea in May, 2006 before the missile and nuclear test, “For several years after
he first took office, Mr. Bush vowed not to end North Korea’s economic and
diplomatic isolation until it entirely dismantled its nuclear program. That stance later
softened, and the administration said some benefits to North Korea could begin to flow
as significant dismantlement took place”.164 However, North Korea’s later reverted to
provocation. Thus, the one that stopped the aid provision, which has been continued for
a long time ago, is North Korea even though the decrease of aid resulted in the missile
launch and nuclear test, and failed to change the behavior of North Korea.

3.

The Third Missile Launch: Daepodong-2 on April 5, 2009 and the
Second Nuclear Test on May 25, 2009

a. Brief Description of the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
On April, 5, 2009, North Korea launched another Daepodong-2, also called
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the Gwangnyeongseong-2 satellite, from Musudan-ri, Hamgyeongbuk-do. North Korea
officially announced that the launch was a peaceful satellite, but it was clearly a missile
due to the fact that the technology and method of the missile was the same as the
Daepodong-2 missile launched before. 165 North Korea again failed to launch the
missile into the orbit and the missile fell into the Pacific Ocean, but it flew over more
than 3,600km, which is twice as far as the Daepodong-1 flew.166
Not even in two months after the missile launch, North Korea conducted its
second nuclear test at the underground facility in Poonggye-ri, Hamgyeongbuk-do on
May 25, 2009. Like the one in 2006, the test device was created using plutonium, and
the nuclear yield was estimated at a few kilotons, but some scholars and institutions
estimated the yield to be as high as 20 kilotons.167 Due to the second nuclear test, the
United Nations Security Council (UNSC) imposed sanctions on North Korea in
Resolution 1874.

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
The second missile launch and the first nuclear test in 2006 led Roh Moo
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Hyun administration to adopt a relatively tough-line towards North Korea, and Yoon
Duk Min, a regional security specialist at the government-affiliated Institute for
Foreign Affairs and National Security, supported this statement in an interview with the
New York Times, “There will be increasing doubts about the government's policy of
engagement — criticism that we have been betrayed by North Korea by these
launchings”.168 In February 2007, North Korea agreed to freeze the nuclear facilities
and resubmit to the monitoring of inspectors at the Six-Party Talks so energy assistance
including the provision of heavy oil resumed,169 therefore, the aid volume in 2007 was
slightly more than the volume in 2006.
In 2008, President Lee Myung Bak, newly elected after the President Roh
Moo Hyun, began his policies under which aid given from South Korea to North Korea
in 2008 was rapidly reduced. However, Lee Myung Bak administration kept providing
the Six-Party Talks related aid to North Korea, but North Korea rejected Six-Party
Talks in late 2008. Indeed, one of the tourists of the Geumgang Mountain resort was
shot by a North Korean guard in July 2008, so it was obvious that the aid volume
supplied from South Korea to North Korea would reduce before the missile launch on
April 5 and the nuclear test on May 25, 2009. Especially after the missile launch by
North Korea, South Korean experts expressed disappointment at North Korea because
“South Korea was likely to resume its engagement policy after some period of time
despite pressure from the United States and Japan to join them in an economic
168
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squeezing of the North. A consensus has taken root in South Korea that a conflict with
the North should be avoided at all costs and that improving relations remains the only
feasible option even if that causes difficulties in the South’s alliance with the United
States”.170 Over all, it is true that North Korean missile launch and the nuclear test
occurred when South Korea provided less aid to North Korea, but the missile and
nuclear test in accordance with the decrease of the aid is due to the fact that North
Korea has behaved wrong.

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
Both the third missile launch and the second nuclear test occurred within just
in two months of each other in 2009, which is four months after President Obama enter
the White House. The aid volume in 2009 was extremely smaller than the volume in
2008 because the United States has been provided a large amount of aid in the form of
heavy fuel oil and a package of food aid to North Korea as a result of the agreement of
Six-Party Talks on February 13, 2007. North Korea received $191,000,000 dollars
from the United States, and about $400 million dollars of aid from other members of
the Six-Party Talks.171 In exchange for the aid of heavy fuel oil, North Korea promised
to freeze nuclear facilities and readmitted international monitoring so the aid volume
170
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transferred to North Korea increased rapidly. 172 Moreover, the United States
mentioned the process of removing North Korea from the list of terror-sponsoring
states, and repealing financial sanction s on North Korea as well.173 However, the large
volume of aid suddenly stopped due to the rejection of Six-Party Talks by North Korea
at the end of 2008, and North Korea announced that they started the reprocessing of the
fuel. Furthermore, North Korea launched Daepodong-2 long-range missile, which flew
more than 3,600km, and at last, succeeded in testing a nuclear device as well. Thus, the
aid towards North Korea in order to change its behavior did not work. And, the
decrease of aid volume in 2009 led to the third missile launch and the second nuclear
test in 2009, however, the cause of decreasing aid volume is from the unconfident
behavior of the North Korea. Also, these unexpected provocations from North Korea
made the President Obama rethink the U.S. policy towards North Korea, showing that
he originally expressed a wish for pursuing an engagement policy with criticism of
President Bush’s containment policy towards North Korea when he was the
Democratic presidential candidate in 2008.174
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4.

The Fourth Missile Launch: Daepodong-2 on April 13, 2012 and the
Fifth Missile Launch: Daepodong-2 on December 12, 2012

a. Brief Description of the Missile Launches
North Korea launched a couple of Deapodong-2 missiles, called Unha-3, on
April 13, 2012 and December 12, 2012. The estimated range of the missiles was
10,000 km, but the first missile launch failed as the missile exploded 135 seconds into
flight due to the failure of the first state to properly separate from the other stages of
the missile.175 On the other hand, the one that was launched in December successfully
entered into the orbit and North Korea officially asserted that it is part of a peaceful
space program. However, experts and the South Korean government said that “North
Korea was testing a ballistic missile that could fly more than 6,200 miles, with a
warhead of about 1,100 to 1,300 pounds, putting the West Coast of the United States in
range”.176

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launches
The aid volume towards North Korea in 2012, which is under the hard-line
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policy of the Lee Myung Bak administration, marks the lowest level among the
volumes between 1998 and 2012, and it shows how severe the tension between South
Korea and North Korea was. After the third missile launch and the second nuclear test
in 2009, North Korea announced the success of its uranium enrichment process on
September 3, 2009, and the battle of Daecheong-do occurred on November 10, 2009,
the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan on March 26, 2010, and the shelling of Yeonpyeong
on November 23, 2010. These nonstop attacks from North Korea resulted in a
suspension of South Korean aid towards North Korea. 177 Despite the continuous
provocations by North Korea, South Korean government tried to send aid towards
North Korea in late 2011. South Korea gave permission to the World Health
Organization (WHO) to provide medical aid due to the fact that North Korea has been
showing the behavior of resuming talks on the nuclear weapon issue and the purpose of
helping the younger generations as well.178 Furthermore, South Korean government
made an announcement about sending aid to North Korea through the United Nations
for the purpose of helping people suffering from the food shortage179 so South Korea
made a decision to provide $5.7 million dollars worth of medicine, vaccines, and
nutritional supplements for North Korean juveniles through the UNICEF since the aid
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supply had ended due to the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan on March 26, 2010.180
North Korea did not like the small amount of the aid volume, but it seemed that South
Korea was too generous to North Korea when considering the provocations that North
Korea provoked. On December 17, 2011, North Korean leader Kim Jong-il died
suddenly, and his youngest son Kim Jong Un became the leader. A few months later, in
the late January of 2012, North Korea accepted private food aid from South Korea
while engaging in the threatening, belligerent rhetoric of a “full scale war”.181 The
most recent provocation was the North Korean launch of a long-range Daepodong-2
missile on April 13, 2012.
After the fourth missile launch in April, South Korea offered to send aid to
North Korea again. In September 2012, South Korea promised to give $8.4 million
dollars worth of aid to North Korea as a conciliatory gesture in order to alleviate interKorean tensions and to develop economic and humanitarian cooperation between
South Korea and North Korea. 182 However, North Korea rejected the aid, which
showed North Korea did not want to be in contact the South Korean government. The
South Korean Ministry of Unification stated that “North Korea expressed
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dissatisfaction and said, 'We don't need such aid'”183. Also, North Korea had already
rejected the South Korean aid in 2011 because the aid volume was too small. Thus, the
reason of small amount of volume during the period of 2011 and 2012 was the
rejection by North Korea of the South Korean aid offer, and North Korea once again
launched a long-range Daepodong-2 missile on December 12, 2012.

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launches
United States aid to North Korea had been rapidly decreasing since 2009, and
finally hit zero in 2012, so the aid volume in 2012 was definitely reduced compared to
the previous year. It seems that reduction of aid towards North Korea resulted from
North Korea’s Daepodong-2 long-range missile launch, the fourth missile launch in
2012. However, the main cause of decrease of aid volume is due to the fact that North
Korea launched a long-range missile and did nuclear test in 2009, provoked the battle
of Daecheong-do in 2009, the sunk the ROKS Cheonan and the shelled Yeonpyeong
Island in 2010 despite the provision of heavy fuel oils to North Korea in 2008 from the
successful agreement of Six-Party Talks. Even though North Korea has a history of
diverting some food aid to the military and the elite,184 the United States agreed to
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supply food aid to help overcome severe food shortage in North Korea in exchange for
suspending nuclear tests, missile launches and its uranium enrichment program as well
as allow for monitoring of North Korea's nuclear complex by international inspectors,
the Obama administration considering this effort “important, if limited”.185
“As part of the agreement, the United States said it would send 240,000
metric tons (about 265,000 tons) of food, though it limited the aid to
nutritional supplements, rather than the rice and grains that, as two
administration officials said, has in previous instances been diverted by
the government or the military, or even sold abroad. The aid is expected
to be delivered in monthly shipments of 20,000 metric tons over the next
year. The United States also insisted on rigorous monitoring to ensure
that the aid would be provided to the neediest, especially women and
children, many of whom show the stunting effects of chronic malnutrition.
In its statement, the State Department said that in exchange, the United
States was “prepared to take steps to improve our bilateral relationship
in the spirit of mutual respect for sovereignty and equality” and to allow
cultural, educational and sports exchanges with North Korea”.186
The Obama administration tried to be nice to North Korea although the policy
towards North Korea was under the strategic patience and North Korea had been
showing their ambiguous and treacherous behavior through their past actions. However,
North Korea announced that they had a plan of launching a satellite between April 4
and 8, which was a statement for disguising their long-range ballistic missile
technology,187 and North Korea performed the third nuclear test in February, 2013. The
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decrease of aid volume in 2012 led to missile launch in April and December. However,
it happened because of the destruction of the agreement by North Korea.
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V. IMPLICATION AND CONCLUSION

Table 8. Aid and Military Provocation
South Korea

1999. 6.15

Below Ave.

Fluctuation
from the
Previous Year
↓

2002. 6.29

Above Ave.

2009. 11.10
2010. 3.26 / 11.23

Provocation Date

United States

Above Ave.

Fluctuation
from the
Previous Year
↑

↑

Above Ave.

↑

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Aid Volume

Aid Volume

Table 9. Aid and Nuclear Test and Missile Launch
South Korea

1998. 8.31

Below Ave.

Fluctuation
from the
Previous Year
↑

2006. 7.5 / 10.9

Above Ave.

2009. 4.5 / 5.25
2012. 4.13 / 12.12

Provocation Date

United States

Above Ave.

Fluctuation
from the
Previous Year
↑

↓

Suspended

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Suspended

↓

Aid Volume

Aid Volume

First of all, both North Korean military provocations and nuclear and missile
tests between 1998 and 2012 occurred regardless of the aid transferred by South Korea
and the United States because the North Korean provocation occurred even though the
aid volume was either large or a small and the aid volume was either increased or
decreased from the previous year. Thus, South Korean aid and the United States aid
towards North Korea did not led to a behavioral change in North Korea based on the
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given framework. However, this research also shows that it is more likely to have both
North Korean military provocations and nuclear and missile tests when South Korea
and the United States reduced aid volume compared to that of the previous year or
suspended aid and when the aid volume is below the average. Indeed, this study
conveys that military provocation is more correlated to the South Korean aid than the
United States aid, and nuclear tests and missile launches are more correlated to the
United States aid than South Korean aid. Nonetheless, the reduction of aid volume is
due to the treacherous behavior of North Korea despite the assistance of South Korea
and the United States when looking at thoroughly. Thus, due to the reduction of aid
volume, ironically, the aid tends to be used “stick” rather than “carrot”. Furthermore,
the aid failed to induce a behavior change in North Korea, but the aid is effective on
holding the threat temporally, not permanently.
Second, North Korea responds more to the aid from the United States than the
aid from South Korea by observing the aid trend and the response of North Korea from
both South Korea and the United States chronologically in table 9. Also, since the aid
of the United States is more correlated to the nuclear test and missile launch, North
Korea would react more to the United States than South Korea. It is interesting that no
military provocations occurred during the Roh Moo Hyun administration between 2003
and 2007. When the largest amount of aid was provided to North Korea and no
provocation occurred under the Roh Moo Hyun administration while pursuing a softline policy, the North Korean behavior was more likely to react in accordance to the
United States aid due to the fact that the United States began to emphasize the
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Table 10. South Korean Aid and the U.S. Aid to North Korea in accordance with
the West Sea Provocations, Nuclear Tests, and Missile Launches: 1998-2012

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).188 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.

188

The currency unit of South Korean aid is marked in Korean won in the data from Ministry
of Unification. In order to compare the data with the United States aid, I changed the aid
volume from the Korean won to the U.S. dollar, calculating based on the previous exchange
rates marked on the website of the Bank of Korea.
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importance of non-proliferation policy as the most significant actor in international
community. Therefore, North Korea reacted to the United States in spite of receiving
larger amounts of aid from South Korea than that of the United States, and North
Korea was also relatively more focused on the nuclear tests and the missile launches
than the military provocations during the period between 2003 and 2008. For instance,
North Korea raised the second nuclear crisis in 2002, withdrawal of NPT in 2003, and
declaration of nuclear weapons in 2005, and these matters are all related to the nuclear
issue, not military provocation. The behavior of North Korea also shows that the aid
tends to be used “stick” rather than “carrot” as well.
There were also limitations in searching for the correlations between South
Korean and the U.S. aid and North Korean provocations. First, North Korea is one of
the designated rogue states of the United States;

189

therefore, the distinct

characteristics of North Korea have to been considered and understood. Second,
changing world orders and the response of international community is significant,
especially the United Nations security sanctions towards North Korea on July 2006 and
June 2009, and the role of China on North Korea such as China’s aid provision to
North Korea and China's response to North Korean military provocation. For instance,
“Mr. Lee and President Obama have agreed to make new appeals to Chinese leaders to
put more pressure on the North, but analysts say they are not optimistic that the
Chinese will comply”.190 Issues relating to North Korea are currently not the only
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problem of the two Koreas or the United States, but also of the international
community. Third, the exchange of the aid supplies and the nuclear facility suspension
was more possible through the negotiations in the case of nuclear tests and missile
launches, but the aid supply in the case of military provocation was not like the case of
nuclear tests and missile launches. Thus, there were different unique qualities in each
case.
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국문 초록

한미 대북원조와 북한 도발과의 상관관계 연구:
1998년과 2012년 사이 대남도발과 핵실험 및
미사일 발사를 중심으로
장 부 윤
서울대학교 국제대학원
국제학과 국제협력 전공

한국과 미국의 대북정책 기조와 상관없이 북한의 위협은 계속되어
왔으며, 이는 한반도를 넘어서 적게는 동아시아의 안보와 크게는 국제 사회
의 질서 유지에 영향을 미치고 있다. 이와 같은 틀 안에서 원조는 당근정책
의 일환으로서 대외정책의 도구로 이용되고 있으며 이에 대한 논란이 끊이
지 않고 있다. 따라서, 이 논문은 1998년과 2012년 사이에 발생되었던 북
한의 대남 군사도발, 핵실험 및 미사일 발사를 중심으로 한미 대북원조와
북한 도발과의 상관관계를 찾는 것에 목적으로 하고 있다. 이와 함께 공여
국의 원조는 수원국의 행동을 변화시킨다는 원조의 의미와 목적을 기반으로
한 틀을 적용하여 한국과 미국의 대북원조가 북한의 행동 변화를 성공적으
로 이끌어 내어 실제 북한의 위협 및 도발을 줄였는지 알아보고자 한다.
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분석의 결과 다음과 같은 함의가 도출되었다. 먼저, 북한의 대남 군
사도발과 핵실험 및 미사일 발사는 한국과 미국의 원조와는 상관 없이 일어
남으로써 한미 대북원조가 북한의 행동변화에는 영향을 주지 못하였다. 둘
째, 원조의 양이 전체 평균의 양보다 적을 때, 원조가 지난해보다 줄었을
때, 원조가 중단되었을 때의 세 가지 경우에 북한의 대남도발, 핵실험, 미사
일 발사가 더 발생하는 경향을 보였다. 셋째, 한국의 원조는 핵실험 및 미
사일 발사보다는 대남 군사도발과 상관관계 있으며, 미국의 원조는 대남 군
사도발보다는 핵실험 및 미사일 발사와 상관관계가 있었다. 마지막으로 전
체적인 한미 대북원조와 북한 도발과의 관계를 보았을 때, 상당 부분의 한
미 대북원조 양의 감소는 북한의 신뢰할 수 없는 행동으로부터 기인하였고
북한은 한국의 원조 보다는 미국의 원조에 더 반응하는 것으로 나타났다.
…………………………………………..
주요어: 대북원조, 한국, 북한, 미국, 군사도발, 핵실험, 미사일 발사
학번: 2011-23967
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Abstract

A Study on the Correlations between South Korea and
U.S. Aid to North Korea and North Korean Provocation:
The Case of Military Provocation, Nuclear Test and
Missile Launch between 1998 and 2012
Boo Yun Jang
International Cooperation Major
Graduate School of International Studies
Seoul National University
This thesis explores and seeks to find correlations between South Korean and
the United States’ aid to North Korea and North Korean threats focusing on military
provocations towards South Korea and missile and nuclear tests from 1998 to 2012
since North Korean military provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests have been
continued despite the South Korean government and the United States government’s
pursuit of either engagement policy or containment policy. It attempts to find instances
where the aid from South Korea and the United States positively and successfully
induced behavior change in North Korea by applying the framework settled in
accordance to the definition and purpose of the aid, which is based on the idea that a
receiving country would change its behavior if a sending country provides aid. In order
to find correlations between South Korean and the United States’ aid to North Korea
and North Korean provocation, this paper lists each provocation that occurred between
1998 and 2012 and analyzes both aid volume and the fluctuation of the aid from the
i

previous year towards North Korea from South Korea and the United States as well as
North Korea’s response on the aid provided by South Korea and the United States.
Both North Korean military provocations and nuclear and missile tests
between 1998 and 2012 occurred regardless of the aid transferred by South Korea and
the United States, thus, South Korean aid and the United States aid towards North
Korea does not affect lead to behavior change in North Korea based on the given
framework. However, this research also shows that North Korean military provocation
or nuclear and missile tests were more likely to occur when South Korea and the
United States reduced their aid volume compared to that of the previous year,
suspended aid, and when the aid volume was below the average. Indeed, this study
concludes that military provocation is more correlated to the South Korean aid than the
United States aid, and nuclear tests and missile launches are more correlated to the
United States aid than South Korean aid. Nonetheless, the reduction of aid volume is
due to the treacherous behavior of North Korea despite the assistance of South Korea
and the United States when looking at the issues thoroughly, and North Korea is
focused more on the United States aid than the South Korean aid.
…………………………………………..
Keywords: Aid, South Korea, North Korea, the United States, Military Provocation,
Nuclear Test, Missile Launch
Student ID: 2011-23967
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.

Background of Research

The Korean peninsula is considered to be a strategic spot of international
conflict as the only divided country in the world, so foreign policy concerning
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, aka North Korea) always brings
attention to domestic matters, and East Asian neighboring countries, the United States,
and other countries also keeping an eye on the significant problem on the Korean
peninsula. Especially, North Korea has been known as a threat in the international
community due to the brinkmanship diplomacy it has practiced since the Soviet bloc
collapsed in the early 1990s; North Korea has provoked international community in
diverse methods including military provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests in
order to perpetuate regime’s survival because of the lack of own power unless the
foreign aid is provided.1 The government of the Republic of Korea (ROK, aka South
Korea) as well as the international community has been pursuing coercive diplomacy
by using a carrot and stick strategy in order to deal with North Korean threats, and
foreign aid, which is the very necessary to North Korea for its own survival, is mainly

Sang-Hun Choe, “North Korea Perfects Its Diplomatic Game: Brinkmanship,” The New York
Times, April 2, 2009, accessed November 4, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/03/world/
asia/03korea.html?_r=0.

1

1

used as the easiest political tool to change the behavior of North Korea.
The history of foreign aid has continued over fifty-five years with varying
purposes, and the aid became a significant source for forging the framework of
international relations.2 In this sense, aid volume to North Korea has always been a
controversial issue to both politicians and the public in South Korea especially when
the administration changes because aid to North Korea is considered a key issue for
policy making of the administration. Kim's statement proves that the main objective of
the humanitarian assistance is to protect North Koreans' lives and to assist North
Koreans living in poverty, however, the aid is also a hot button issue that causes
political and social conflicts in the South Korean society. 3 The international
community also shows their interests in the behavior of North Korea and expresses
their will by either providing aid or not through international organizations, nongovernmental organizations, or directly from their government.
Thus, depending on which policy the administration takes, either engagement
policy or hard-line policy, the aid volume towards North Korea will be different. In fact,
South Korea pursued an engagement policy towards North Korea called the ‘Sunshine
policy’ for the ten years under the Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun administrations.
On the other hand, the Lee Myung Bak administration pursued a hard-line policy
2
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Institute of America, 2004), 160.
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제19권 제1호): 210.
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towards North Korea, which is different from the previous administrations. Therefore,
the aid volume of South Korea towards North Korea will be significantly different
between the administrations that pursued engagement policy and a hard-line policy.
This fact applies not only to South Korea but also to other countries as well, and the
United States is the representative country among the other countries because the
external security threat from North Korea directly affects the United States.4 Moreover,
the United States has been historically involved for some time being directly involved
in the Korean War and the division of the Korean peninsula5 and has forged a strong
alliance with South Korea for over sixty years. In addition, the United States has been
maintaining a powerful status in the international community during the post-Cold War
era after the collapse of Soviet Union.6
The United States has been in control of the new world order so they should
carefully look at the East Asian regional security situation as a hegemonic power7 and
pursued an engagement policy towards North Korea, represented by ‘Perry Process’8
during the second term of the Bill Clinton Administration. However, a strong
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Recommendations,” Unclassified Report, 1999. Accessed November 12, 2013. http://www2.g
wu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB87/nk20.pdf.
3

containment policy was pursued towards North Korea during the eight years of the
George W. Bush administration demonstrated by including North Korea in the ‘Axis of
Evil’9. The Barack Obama administration also has pursued a strategic containment
policy towards North Korea as well called ‘Strategic Patience’10 starting from his first
term in office despite his warm inaugural address towards the adversary North Korea.
Thus, it is certain that the aid volume from the United States to North Korea would
also follow in accordance with the foreign policy that each administration took.
According to the different foreign aid volumes while pursuing different
characteristics of policy towards North Korea, the level of stability on the Korean
peninsula must be different as well. Indeed, the Korean peninsula maintained more
stable state when more aid is provided to North Korea and when the administration
follows an engagement policy. Regardless of the different type of policy towards North
Korea, however, North Korea threatened South Korea by instigating several military
provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests. Therefore, this thesis will seek any
correlations between South Korean and the United States aid to North Korea and North
Korean provocation.
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2.

Research Question

Both South Korea and the United States have a common characteristic in their
policy towards North Korea between 1998 and 2012 which is a change of the policy
from engagement to containment. South Korea and the United States also used the
carrot-and-stick approach from the perspective of coercive diplomacy, which is defined
as a defensive use of the strategy by Alexander George,11 when dealing with North
Korean threats. In general, the idea behind the using of the carrot-and-stick approach is
to change the act or behavior of the recipient country by giving a certain inducement
when dealing with a problem that cannot be solved with stick policy, However, North
Korea, who is induced by carrots from South Korea and the United States, has been
responded with military provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests.
Aid is easily used as carrot in the North Korean case while but does not
escape controversy on the role of foreign aid as an instrument of foreign policy.12 The
aid is used to simultaneously entice North Korea to open up to the international
community, and it is also used as a stick due to the fact that it can be used as an
economic sanction for isolating North Korea from the international community.
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A Comparison of American, Japanese, French, and Swedish Aid Flows,” World Politics 50
(1998): 294.
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Moreover, since Daniel Drezner said that the reason of offering incentives to North
Korea is because sanctions are generally ineffective against adversaries13, and Bruce
Cumings stated that “North Korea is already the most sanctioned regime in world
history and since the 1950s, those sanctions have failed to change its behavior,”14 thus,
this thesis focuses on aid used as a carrot towards North Korea rather than the stick
approach.
Since North Korean military provocations, missile launches and nuclear tests
have been continued despite the South Korean government and the United States
government’s pursuit of either engagement policy or containment policy, this thesis
attempts to explore the relationship between aid volumes from South Korea and the
United States to North Korea and North Korean threats, which are military
provocations towards South Korea and missile and nuclear tests from 1998 to 2012
through the framework of providing a carrot, in this case aid, as a means of positively
and successfully inducing a behavioral change in the recipient country.
Based on the analysis of aid volume towards North Korea from South Korea
and the United States, and North Korea’s response regarding the aid given during the
period of the five West Sea provocations selected among the military provocations

13
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from North Korea towards South Korea and four missile launches and two nuclear tests,
I would like to observe whether the North Korean provocations are relatively reduced
when South Korea and the United States provide more aid to North Korea or North
Korean provocations occurred regardless of the aid volume. Secondly, the aid volume
from which country is more correlated to which kind of North Korean provocation.
Third, aid from which country is more influential in changing the behavior of North
Korea. I will proceed to answer these questions based on the fact that foreign aid is
used as a carrot by both South Korea and the United States in order to deal with North
Korean threats and analyze the implications from the research.

3.

Literature Review

a. Theoretical Approaches of International Relations
Foreign aid is argued about and analyzed through the theoretical approaches
of international relations: realism, liberalism, and constructivism. In the realist
perspective, the state is the main actor, and the state conducts policy for national
interests as a rational actor. Thus, national security and self-preservation must be a
primary purpose of using foreign aid in terms from the realist point of view.15Also,
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foreign aid in realist view is “a policy tool that originated with the Cold War to
influence the political judgments of recipients”16 so the leverage is more biased to the
donor countries than the recipient countries due to the fact that the provision of foreign
aid is given based on the national interest of the donor countries, which can be either
security and strategic benefits or political and economic advantages.17 In addition,
Hans Morgenthau, who is an expert theorist on realism, also stated that the economic
aid is to give donors significant leverage over recipients. 18 Furthermore, Won
mentioned that balance of power is the basis that establishes aid policy,19 and Drezner
pointed out economic aid is used as a carrot instead of a stick such as economic
sanction in the realist approach.20
Liberalism

is

mainly

emphasizes

legal

institutionalism,

economy

functionalism, and democratic peace so aid from a liberalist perspective is more
focused on the purpose of development, human rights, and poverty. Therefore, different
from the realist view above, leverage is more biased towards the recipient countries
than the donor countries so the international interest tends to be considered more
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important than the national interest 21 or the interest is out of consideration for
providing foreign aid. Despite international law being an important aspect of liberalism
due to its emphasis on legal institutionalism, there are no binding international rules of
eligibility for receiving foreign aid,22 so the effectiveness of the aid is sometimes
ambiguous. Also, economic interest will prevent conflict according to the liberalism
theory,23 and many politicians such as Robert Orr and Richardson Neil has been shown
their interests in the influence of foreign aid towards international relations.24 In
addition, the United States aid towards North Korea is more focused on the democratic
peace due to the fall of the Berlin Wall.
Constructivism is focused on norms and forging a new identity, which are not
given, so the foreign aid in terms of constructivism aspects can be explained as
behavior of the receiving countries would change in accordance with the ideas and
behavior of the sending countries. Therefore, how to interact with others would be a
significant point for aid provision. In terms of the relationship between aid and
provocation, Lancaster examines the norms and applies them to the case of North
Korea and stated that “aid may be useful only in exchange for concrete and
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immediately delivered benefits and that aid in exchange for long-term commitments
does not work. North Korea at present would never qualify for emerging norms that
influence the provision of developmental aid”.25

b. Previous Studies
Sung-Whan Ju focused his research on the influence of inter-Korean trade and
South Korean economic assistance towards North Korea to inter-Korean political
disputes such as military threats, military protests, and practical occasions, and he
analyzed it through the theoretical approach by using the model for trade and conflict
and the model for economic aid and conflict as well as the practical approach.26
According to his research, unconditional aid provided by a sending country to a
receiving country reduces disputes from the receiving country to the sending country
based on the result of theoretical approach. On the other hand, his research in the
practical approach shows that South Korean economic aid volume towards North
Korea does not influence either a political dispute or a political cooperation between
South Korea and North Korea. Even though the case of inter-Korean trade during the
period of pursuing an ngagement policy between 1998 and 2008 where the practical
approach shows a decrease of disputes and an increase of cooperation between South
Korea and North Korea, the economic aid as a political tool from South Korea to North
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Korea does not work in reality.
There is a controversy on the aid volume that goes to North Korea in
accordance with the foreign policy towards North Korea, and the most important thing
is to figure out how the aid influences the persistence of the North Koeran regime.
Jung-Soo Kim argues that South Korean humanitarian aid towards North Korea during
the period of pursuing engagement policy especially contributed to the persistence of
North Korea among the contributions from the other countries while considering
foreign aid towards North Korea an effective tool. In reality, however, the North
Korean provocation towards South Korea has occurred several times during the period
of pursuing an engagement policy.27 Thus, it does not explain why North Korean
provocation has occurred despite more aid being given to North Korea which affects
the persistence of the North Korean regime.
Insoo Kim and Minyong Lee argue that engagement policy from South Korea
to North Korea failed due to several North Korean military provocations towards South
Korea even though economic interests could prevent conflict and states that
“cooperation between South Korea and North Korea does not spill over into security
cooperation per se”.28 Furthermore, they argue the rise and fall of North Korean
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military provocation is not based on the South Korean policy towards North Korea,
whether the administration pursues engagement policy or containment policy.29
Mi-Sook Lee argues that the tool of North Korea in order to achieve goals
towards South Korea is military provocation; however, the tool of South Korea and the
United States in order to achieve their goals towards North Korea is aid, which shows
differing purposes of using tools among the three countries.30 Suk Lee also explains a
different understanding of supporting aid between South Korea and North Korea.
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II.

1.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

Framework Settled by the Definition and Purpose of Aid

Lancaster explained that “foreign aid is also known as official development
assistance or ODA”32, which is structured by the Development Assistance Committee
(DAC) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
According to the DAC of the OECD, therefore, the definition of ODA is the “aid flows
to the officially listed ODA recipient countries or territories, consisted of developing
countries, and multilateral institutions provided by official agencies such as state and
local governments or by executive agencies, and the transaction of the flow must be
fulfilled with the promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing
countries as its main objective as well as using at least 25 percent per cent of the grant
element being concessional in character”.33 Both South Korea and the United States
are severe as donor countries and provide ODA. In the case of South Korea, South
Korea does not provide aid as a form of ODA to North Korea even though North Korea
is listed on one of the recipient countries by the OECD DAC so the South Korean aid
32
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33
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Definition.
13

towards North Korea is not included in the official ODA statistics.34 In the case of the
United States, similar to the situation of South Korea, foreign aid to countries which
directly threatens the United States and their alliances such as North Korea and Iran is
strictly prohibited by law in the United States. Thus, providing aid towards North
Korea from the United States is possible through the non-governmental organizations
or private-public partnerships.35
In addition to the definition by the OECD DAC, Lancaster stated that foreign
aid is “not a policy, it is an instrument for achieving purposes or realizing policies”36,
and there are three main purposes of providing foreign aid: alleviating people who are
in trouble due to natural disasters or poverty, supporting developing countries for
economic and social enhancement, and domestically or internationally accomplishing
national interests as well as protecting national security with political objectives.37
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Figure 1. Three Principal Reasons of Foreign Aid by the End of the Twentieth
Century
Three Principal Reasons of Foreign Aid by the End of the Twentieth Century
-

To relieve human suffering caused by natural or man-made disaster
To support economic and social progress in developing countries
(and, with the end of Cold War, former socialist bloc countries)
For national security and international political purposes.

Source: Carol Lancaster, “Foreign Aid and International Norms: The Case of North Korea,” in
A New International Engagement Framework for North Korea? Contending Perspectives, ed.
Ahn Choong-yong, Nicholas Eberstadt, and Lee Young-sun (Washington, D.C.: Korea
Economic Institute of America, 2004), 160-161.

Hjertholm and White also explained that purposes of the foreign aid is
differentiated by the size of the donors, so the main objective of smaller donors is
relatively focused on the development needs of the recipient countries, and the main
objective of larger donors is comparatively focused on achieving political, strategic,
economic, and humanitarian goals by using aid as a tool of foreign policy.38 Riddell,
moreover, stated that foreign aid can be provided for the purpose of humanitarian,
development and poverty assistance to recipient countries as well as having the
purpose of the political and strategic interests of donor countries in order to support for
achieving military aims.39 Furthermore, Lancaster stated that the donor countries often
consider both national security and international political goals when they decide to

38
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give aid to recipient countries,40 and Walt also mentioned that economic and military
assistance can provide various national security motives.41
Since foreign aid is considered to be the most useful political tool or
instrument with a humanitarian objective and national security objective to achieve
international political goals, it is certain that donor countries are expected to receive a
good reaction from the recipient countries when they give aid. Regarding this idea,
Lancaster stated that “foreign aid under the national security or political concerns has
been provided to governments in exchanged for agreed actions, in exchange for general
support for the donor government’s policies, or to ensure reliable access to
policymakers in recipient countries”,42 in other words, foreign aid is an inducement in
order to change the behavior of the other party. For that reason, the United States used
to provide foreign aid as a policy instrument in the purpose of forming alliances in the
Middle East43, and South Korea also has provided aid to North Korea as a political tool
to manage inter-Korean relations.44 Since the one of the main motives for providing
aid is defined as national security and political and economic objectives, in accordance
with the definitions and purposes for the giving of the aid above, it is clear that the
relationship between aid and security has been become more significant in the
40
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41
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international community in general.
Based on the definition and the purpose of the aid, aid is an instrument for
achieving its purposes, so a sending country must have some objectives when it
provides aid to receiving country. Also, if the purpose of the sending country is to
accomplish a domestic or international interest as well as to protect national security
with the political objectives, the sending country has a certain expectations from the
receiving country, which may be behavioral change in the receiving country. Even if
the purpose of the sending country is a humanitarian objective, then the receiving
country, at least, would have its difficult situation be alleviated by the aid or the
behavior of receiving country towards sending country should not be worse than before
the aid provision. According to Humanitarian Practice Network, “humanitarian
assistance is infused with political intent”45, and it particularly applies to the case of
North Korea, as shown below.
“Aid to North Korea is part of a political security and stability
agenda. The programme of the WFP in North Korea, its biggest
operation ever anywhere, mostly comprises grain given by the US
under the Clinton administration’s policy of engagement.
Washington takes account of the FAO/WFP assessments and the
WFP appeals, but has also made it clear that its food aid is
conditional on political progress towards security and stability in the
region. It is no coincidence that a US inspection of a suspected
nuclear site in March 1999 was closely followed by a pledge of a
further 400,000 tonnes of food aid”46
45
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Therefore, the framework based on the definition and purpose of the aid is shown
below.
Figure 2. Framework based on the Definition and Purpose of the Aid

Provide Aid

South Korean Aid
→
U.S. Aid

2.

Behavior Change

→

Reduction of the Number of
North Korean Military Provocations,
Nuclear Tests and Missile Launches
Towards South Korea

Previous Studies on Framework

Sung-Whan Ju states that foreign aid is simply a transfer of income from one
country to another country from an economic perspective; however, it could have a
political effect between the sending country and the receiving country.47 Moreover, the
purpose of aid towards North Korea is not only for humanitarian development
47
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objectives in the short term but also aid is used as a political tool for achieving long
term political and economic objectives, thus he asserts that economic aid towards
North Korea can change the behavior of North Korea in accordance to what South
Korea wants and be able to reduce hostile actions towards South Korea.48
Han Dorussen argues that incentives should be distinguished from sanctions
since the meaning of incentives used to be known as ‘weak sanctions’, and he states
that “the incentive requires the sender to make a costly investment”.49 Then, he asserts
that incentives are traditionally considered as less effective instruments than sanctions,
however, incentives are currently considered as powerful instruments which make
cooperation out of conflicts.50 Indeed, the incentives are mostly defined as economic
incentives such as financial assistances, and he argues that these economic incentives
are exchanged for political concessions and have an adequate value to persuade a
receiving country to change policy while considering the incentives are important
inputs and tools in international politics.51 In addition to Dorussen’s arguement, Victor
Cha also states that “carrots today are the most effective sticks tomorrow”52.
Randall Newnham argues that economic linkage using as a political tool,
which induces the behavior of counterpart to the direction of what the sending country
48
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wants, is influential to the formation of alliances, shown by the case from the United
State to Iraq in 2003.53 Indeed, Todd Sandler states that alliance formation is explained
based on the rational cost-benefit analysis.54 These arguments can be explained that if
the benefit gained through the aid increases, the threat from the receiving country
would decrease. On the other hand, if the benefit gained through the aid decreases, the
threat from the receiving country would increase. It means that if the cost from the
receiving aid is bigger than the cost from the giving up threats, the behavior of
receiving country will change in positive way.

3.

Scope of Research

This thesis aims to explore the relationship between aid volume from South
Korea and the United States to North Korea and North Korean military provocations
towards South Korea through the five West Sea provocations which occurred from
1998 to 2012. In order to compare and contrast the trend of the aid volume to North
Korea from South Korea and that from the United States in accordance with North
Korean military provocations towards South Korea and missile launches and nuclear

53
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tests, I decided to choose the period from 1998 to 2012 because administrations of both
South Korea and the United States between 1998 and 2012 show two different types of
policy towards North Korea, engagement and containment, so that I can find both large
aid volumes and small aid volumes from both countries at the same time.
Figure 3. Series of Administrations of South Korea and the United States between
1998 and 2012

I would like to investigate two types of provocation: military provocation and
missile and nuclear threats. First of all, Mi-Sook Lee defined military provocation as
an action which threatens counterparts by military means, and the military provocation
is an important factor due to the fact that it is considered as a hostile military act that
becomes either a cause of war and dispute or a major factor in provoking war.55 North
Korea has been using military provocations with the purpose of overcoming its
domestic economic depression and ceasing the anxiety of the North Korean people
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coming from the instability of the regime. However, the intensity of the military
provocation critically developed from the ‘low and middle intensity’ in the early 1990s
to the ‘middle and high intensity’ in the period between 1998 and 2012.56 There were
several cases of violation of Northern Limit Line (NLL) by North Korean boats as well
as the intrusion of a North Korean midget submarine that signify the step up to ‘middle
and high intensity’ provocations by North Korea in the period of 1998 to 2012.57 Also,
the graph below clearly shows that the trend of North Korean provocation towards
South Korea and the cases of armed provocation and intrusion of NLL is relatively
grows during the period between 1998 and 2012.
Graph 1. Trend of North Korean provocations towards South Korea

Source: 전신욱, “연평도 포격사건을 계기로 본 남한의 대북정책과 북한의 도발양상
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Among the various North Korean ‘middle and high intensity’ military
provocations towards South Korea, the five Wes Sea provocations are considered as the
most significant incidents to measure because the five provocations produced
casualties of either soldiers or civilians of both countries and brought the highest
tension not only between South Korea and North Korea but also between the United
States and North Korea. Therefore, these five West Sea provocations are significant
enough to have influenced the foreign policy and aid volume towards North Korea.
Table 1. Series of Military Provocations by North Korea between 1998 and 2012
Date

Event

June15, 1999

The First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do

June 29, 2002

The Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do

November 10, 2009

The Battle of Daecheong-do

March 26, 2010

The Sinking of the ROKS Cheonan

November 23, 2010

The Shelling of Yeonpyeong

Second, the nuclear test and missile launch are the provocations that affect not
only South Korea but also international community. For South Korea, the capital city,
Seoul, is only 50km away from the military demarcation line and therefore nuclear
missile could reach Seoul in eleven minutes and fifteen seconds if launched by North
Korea. 58 For the international community, nuclear bombs and missiles can be
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transferred to and launched from other states raising worries of other states during
military provocations. Chung Min Lee also emphasized the danger of North Korean
missile launch stating that “South Korea, the United States, and Japan all agree that
North Korean missiles pose significant security and military challenges, especially if
Pyeongyang begins to deploy long-range missiles such as Taepodong-2 or exports them
to third countries”.59 Moreover, missile and nuclear tests take place relatively closely
together signifying the intention to use the two weapons as a pair increasing the threat.
Thus, missile launches and nuclear tests are just as significant as military provocations,
and in the eyes of the international community, including the United States, it is a
major reason to engage North Korea and send aid to change its behavior.
Table 2. Series of Nuclear Tests and Missile Launches by North Korea between
1998 and 2012
Date

Event

August 31, 1998

The First Missile Launch: Daepodong-1

July 5, 2006

The Second Missile Launch: Daepodong-2

October 8, 2006

The First Nuclear Test

April 5, 2009

The Third Missile Launch: Daepodong-2

May 25, 2009

The Second Nuclear Test

April 13, 2012

The Fourth Missile Launch: Daepodong-2

December 12, 2012

The Fifth Missile Launch: Daepodong-2
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In my thesis, I define aid as a unilateral transfer of goods and money for any
motive either from South Korea or the United States to North Korea to North Korea;
not a bilateral exchange. Therefore, the aid provided for tours in Geumgang Mountain
and the Gaeseong Industrial Complex, and inter-Korean trade volume is not included at
this time considering that these fields are more closely related to the idea of business in
the needs of inter-Korean cooperation for economic development instead of unilateral
aid. In fact, the costs of Geumgang Mountain tours and the Gaeseong Industrial
Complex are covered by the inter-Korean cooperation fund.60 Also, I included money
transferred through Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO) in
order to support the building of light water reactors for North Korea in exchange for
the freezing of the nuclear program in Yongbyon and requesting agreement on
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspection from Geneva Agreed
Framework in 199461 because this aid is reflected in the unilateral aid towards North
Korea that is used for political inducement with an international security objective in
order to change the behavior of North Korea. Indeed, the measure of the aid is
examined by the average of the aid volume of each country so the aid volume above
the average would be the large amount of aid, and the aid volume below the average
would be the small amount.
South Korean aid towards North Korea is not included in the official statistics
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from the ODA,62 so I used the South Korean aid towards North Korea that is consists
of government assistance and grants, including grants, assistance from private funds,
food loans, private assistance and grants, and the money given through KEDO. The
United States banned the provision of foreign aid to North Korea so that the U.S.
cannot provide food aid directly from the government unless it is considered a national
interest by the president.63 Due to the fact that the U.S. aid is mostly provided through
the World Food Programme (WFP) and other non-governmental organizations,64 I
used the data of the United States aid towards North Korea from the Congressional
Research Service, which is consists of food aid, medical aid, Six-Party Talks related
aid, and the money given through KEDO.
Based on the research question along with the research scope, the hypothesis
is that each aid from South Korea and the United States to North Korea will not be
related to the North Korean provocations so the North Korean provocation will occur
regardless of the aid. Thus, the aid towards North Korea will not be able to change the
behavior of North Korea.
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(Quarterly

III.

1.

SOUTH KOREA AND THE U.S. AID TOWARDS
NORTH KOREA

Brief History and Objectives of Aid towards North Korea

South Korea and the United States have been providing aid to North Korea
since 1995, 65 while Kim Young Sam was serving as president after democratic
administration was introduced in South Korea, and President Bill Clinton was serving
his first term of presidency in the United States. It is certain that the main reason of
beginning aid provisions to North Korea was a shortage of food resulting from a
natural disaster in 1995. However, South Korean aid towards North Korea can be
consequentially defined as a political inducement which can reduce hostile actions
from North Korea to South Korea such as nuclear tests, missile launches, and military
provocations as a short-term goal as well as to push for regime change towards a
market economy by inducing North Korea’s reform and make North Korea participate
in the international community as a long-term goal. 66 Furthermore, the strategic
engagement, which is one of the factors of the engagement policy, means that more aid
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to North Korea as well as communication and cooperation with North Korea will lead
North Korea to give up the will of military provocation towards South Korea. 67
Therefore, the South Korean aid towards North Korea is an instrument to achieve
reduction of threats and further peaceful unification of South Korea and North Korea
as a final goal.
The objective of the United States aid towards North Korea is similar to that
of South Korea because the Clinton administration utilized the food aid as a political
tool in order to make North Korea to participate in discussion on international security
issues.68 Moreover, according to the three primary rationales of the United States
foreign aid policy, which are national security, commercial interests, and humanitarian
concerns,69 the United States had humanitarian objectives in mind due to the lack of
food in North Korea when it dispatched aid. At the same time, the Clinton
administration was worried about the collapse of the North Korean regime because a
hard-line policy may make North Korea unstable, and instability of the North Korean
regime can lead military provocation towards South Korea. Therefore, the Bill Clinton
administration believed that unconditional aid is necessary to prevent North Korean
threats.70 However, with the influence from the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001,
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the characteristics of the foreign aid has increasingly been associated with its national
security,71 so it affected the aid trend and volume of North Korea as well. Furthermore,
the United States also emphasized the promotion of democracy for providing aid as a
leading power of the world order,72 and used to provide aid towards North Korea due
to the establishment of the Geneva Agreed Framework in 1994 and the first North
Korean nuclear crisis in 1993 and 1994.

2. South Korean Aid towards North Korea

South Korea is one of the biggest aid senders of food aid, and the food
assistance is mostly given through bilateral relations in a direct manner.73 Foreign aid
towards North Korea is consists of energy assistance and food aid, and medical
assistance through the government grants, private funds such as through international
organizations, and food loans, which are all considered as the government assistance
and grants, and private assistance and grants, and the money given through KEDO as
we can see in the below table. Most of the aid from South Korea is provided in terms
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of food and fertilizer.
Table 3. South Korean Aid towards North Korea

Year

Governmental Level (US$)

Private Level
(Grant) (US$)

KEDO
(US$)

Total
(US$)

Grant

Food Loan

1998

11,008,807

_

19,658,584

50,590,549

81,257,940

1999

28,499,849

_

18,747,688

6,407,868

53,655,405

2000

86,501,977

93,489,355

34,229,310

308,871,922

523,092,564

2001

75,532,797

_

60,581,176

271,062,120

407,176,093

2002

91,109,619

120,680,285

46,034,334

288,715,373

546,539,611

2003

92,038,695

126,689,543

64,267,676

333,019,593

616,015,507

2004

114,705,548

118,724,174

136,109,097

137,096,270

506,635,089

2005

132,772,305

174,458,904

76,051,196

90,220,347

473,502,752

2006

237,883,434

_

74,201,212

_

312,084,646

2007

213,409,384

161,967,284

97,826,087

_

473,202,755

2008

39,724,648

_

65,754,270

_

105,478,918

2009

23,033,532

_

29,536,195

_

52,569,727

2010

17,643,090

_

17,297,148

_

34,940,238

2011

5,865,844

_

11,821,931

_

17,687,775

2012

2,041,034

_

10,471,390

_

12,512,424

Source: Compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea and data and Korean
Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).

The aid volume during periods where a soft-line policy towards North Korea
was pursued shows a large amount in principle. A large amount of aid volume followed
under the three steps of President Kim Dae Jung’s unification plan, which are “the
settlement of peace and reconciliation, establishment of a North-South confederation,
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and finally, a unified nation”, 74 and his will and sense of values on persistent
assistance towards North Korea were shown in his inaugural address, “If interaction
and cooperation between the South and North are realized, we are prepared to support
North Korea even if it pushes for interaction and cooperation with our friends,
including the United States and Japan as well as international organizations”75 and
“We will not be stingy in extending food aid to North Korea from the Government and
private organizations through reasonable ways”.76 These efforts came to the result in
the Sunshine Policy, which is “a policy of reconciliation and cooperation toward North
Korea aiming at mutual prosperity and peaceful coexistence through the dismantling of
the Cold War structure and realization of interdependence and free travel”.77 The June
15 Joint Declaration agreed upon by the leaders of both South Korea and North Korea
in 2000 became a symbol of the Sunshine Policy, and the aid was sustained in large
amounts from 2000 until the end of the Roh Moo Hyun administration. President Roh
Moo Hyun who is known as the successor of President Kim Dae Jung inherited the
engagement policy78 because he thought that the “South’s economic assistance will
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contribute not only to alleviating the North’s economic hardship but also to moderating
Pyongyang’s behavior and policy toward the outside world”79 and it is important that
South Korea should not aggressively confront North Korea. Therefore, the aid volume
during the period of the Roh Moo Hyun administration is even larger than the previous
administration.
As we can see in the previous case towards North Korea, South Korea used to
provide a large amount of humanitarian assistances and tried peaceful cooperation with
North Korea for ten years during the Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun administration
due to the Sunshine Policy. Despite the efforts of South Korean government in order to
alleviate inter-Korean tensions, North Korea responded with several military
provocations towards South Korea and other threats such as missile launches and
nuclear tests. Thus, South Korea was the country that provided the largest amount of
humanitarian and economic aid to North Korea until the Soft-line policy that was
pursued during the Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun administration ended with the
start of Lee Myung Bak administration.80
The aid volume in 2008 when the Lee Myung Bak administration started
rapidly dropped to one fourth of the previous year, and it has been gradually decreased
until the end of his tenure under the new policy towards North Korea called the,
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“Denuclearization, Opening, Three Thousand” (DOT) Policy with the statement of “the
era of unconditional concessions to the North is over”.81 The DOT Policy is different
from the Sunshine Policy because Sunshine Policy means unconditional openness and
aid provision to realize peaceful cooperation and coexistence of the two Koreas. On the
other hand, the DOT Policy demands North Korea's behavior first change, such as
giving up nuclear weapons, before the response of South Korea.82 However, the aid
volume in 2008 was larger than in other years of the Lee Myung Bak administration
due to the fact that there was a “Three Principles of Humanitarian Assistance towards
North Korea”, which is designed by the Minister of Foreign Affairs Yoo Myung Hwan.
This program argued for humanitarian aid regardless political issues, direct assistance
if North Korea asks, humanitarian aid when North Korea experiences severe
disasters,83 and his aims on continuation of humanitarian aid is shown in that the “Lee
Myung Bak government did not officially refuse to provide food aid to the North. Lee
continued repeating that such aid would be delivered as soon as the North lodged an
official request”.84
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3. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea

In the case of the United States, aid volume during the period of a soft-line
policy towards North Korea shows a large amount in principle, which is similar to the
case of South Korea at the same time. Foreign aid towards North Korea is consists of
energy assistance, food aid, and relatively small amounts of the medical assistance as
we can see in the table below. In particular, food aid makes up the biggest part of the
entire aid volume of the United States, and more than 90% of the food aid from the
United States is given through the WFP of the United Nations.85 The United States
also provided aid through KEDO like South Korea, and Six-Party Talks related aid is
provided in the form of fuel oil and other materials for nuclear disablement.
The aid volume during the period when a soft-line policy towards North
Korea was pursued under the Bill Clinton administration shows a large amount in
principle like South Korea, especially in 1999. During the period under the President
Bill Clinton, the U.S. government tried to induce North Korea to open and reform since
the Agreed Framework was established, and there was also a fear of the collapse of
North Korea due to the unstable situations such as communist dictatorship and
famine.86 Thus, unconditional food aid was significant factor under the Bill Clinton
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administration, and the aid volume was large. 87 Also, President Bill Clinton
emphasized cooperation with South Korea in order to maintain a peaceful Korean
peninsula in the State of Union Message, “Together with South Korea, we must
advance peace talks with North Korea”.88
Table 4. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea

Source: Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS
Report for Congress (2013): 2.
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Different from the Clinton administration, the George W. Bush administration
reduced the aid volume towards North Korea under the containment policy, and
designation of North Korea as a member of the axis of evil during the State of Union
Address and a statement of North Korea as a potential target for attacks followed. The
aid volume kept decreasing while North Korea was demonstrating treacherous
behavior such as the second nuclear crisis, withdrawal from the NPT and the
declaration of possessing nuclear weapons, and the aid volume finally dwindled down
to 0 in 2006. However, the aid volume rose to its second largest mark between 1998
and 2012 due to the successful negotiations of Six-Party Talks at the end of the George
W. Bush administration in 2008.
Aid volume in 2009, when the Barack Obama administration began, rapidly
decreased from the previous year, which was the end of the George W. Bush
administration, and that is because more energy aid was provided through the Six Party
Talks in 2007. After the Obama administration started, the aid volume was decreased
just as under the Bush administration did under the policy called “strategic patience”,
which is “a policy that suggested that the United States could afford to wait for North
Korea to make its decision to denuclearize”,89 and the aid volume marked 0 once again
in 2012.
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Table 5. South Korean Aid and the U.S. Aid to North Korea in accordance with
the West Sea Provocations, Nuclear Tests, and Missile Launches: 1998-2012
United States

South Korea
Policy
towards
North
Korea

Soft-line

Soft-line

Hard-line

Policy
towards
North
Korea

Aid
Volume
(US$)

Military
Provocation
Date

Aid
Volume
(US$)

Year

81,257,940

1998

53,655,405

1999

523,092,564

2000

138,700,000

407,176,093

2001

132,970,000

546,539,611

2002

140,900,000

616,015,507

2003

27,780,000

506,635,089

2004

473,502,752

2005

5,700,000

312,084,646

2006

0

473,202,755

2007

45,100,000

105,478,918

2008

224,700,000

52,569,727

2009

24,600,000

11. 10

34,940,238

2010

3,500,000

3. 26, 11. 23

17,687,775

2011

900,000

12,512,424

2012

0

122,900,000
Soft-line

Hard-line

Hard-line

287,200,000

Nuclear
Test,
Missile
Launch
8. 31

6. 15

6. 29

36,400,000

7. 5, 10. 9

4. 5, 5. 25

4. 13, 12.12

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).90 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.
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on the website of the Bank of Korea.
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Graph 2. South Korean Aid and the U.S. Aid to North Korea in accordance with
the West Sea Provocations: 1998-2012

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).91 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.

Graph 3. South Korean Aid and the U.S. Aid to North Korea in accordance with
the Nuclear Tests and Missile Launches: 1998-2012
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Unification. In order to compare the data with the United States aid, I changed the aid volume
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marked on the website of the Bank of Korea.
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Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).92 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.
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marked on the website of the Bank of Korea.
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IV.

AID AND MILITARY PROVOCATION

Table 6. South Korea and the U.S. Aid and Military Provocation

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).93 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.

1.

The First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do on June15, 1999

93

The currency unit of South Korean aid is marked in Korean won in the data from Ministry of
Unification. In order to compare the data with the United States aid, I changed the aid volume
from the Korean won to the U.S. dollar, calculating based on the previous exchange rates
marked on the website of the Bank of Korea.
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a. Brief Description of the Battle
On June 14, 1999, there was a huge clash between South Korean naval vessels
and North Korean naval vessels around the island of Yeonpyeong in the West Sea,
called “the first such exchange since the Korean War”.94 Before the actual provocation,
there was a ‘nine-day confrontation’ between the South and the North, in which there
were several violations of Northern Limit Line (NLL) by North Korean fishing boats.95
Regarding these violations, South Korea interdicted with a standard countermeasures
towards the North Korean fishing boats, however, North Korea demanded an apology
from South Korea with the statement, “Should South Korea continue its illegal
incursions, the DPRK would return fire for fire and mercilessly punish the
provocateurs”.96 Finally, the battle was started from the opening fire by the North
Korean torpedo boats when it violated the NLL with nine other naval vessels, and both
sides exchanged fire for fourteen minutes. As a result, North Korea ships were severely
damaged; one naval vessel was fired on and sunk, other ships were seriously damaged,
more than thirty people were killed and seventy people were injured while South Korea
navy vessels took little damage and only suffered minor casualties.97
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b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
Since the assistance began in 1995 under the Kim Young Sam administration
with the humanitarian objective due to the shortage of food from the flood, the aid
volume towards North Korea had been repetitively fluctuating until 1999 in the period
of the early Kim Dae Jung administration. At the same time, South Korea provided aid
under KEDO in order to support the construction light water reactors for North Korea
in exchange for the freezing of the North Korean nuclear program in Yongbyon and
agreement on IAEA inspection under the Geneva Agreed Framework in 1994.98 Under
President Kim Dae Jung's engagement policy, called the Sunshine Policy as well,
which is a “policy to induce incremental and voluntary changes in North Korea for
peace, opening, and reforms through a patient pursuit of reconciliation, exchanges, and
cooperation”99 towards North Korea, the aid transferred to North Korea maintained a
large amount of volume, and the aid volume towards North Korea tremendously
increased from the year of 2000 compared to the previous years. That is due to the
influence of Berlin Declaration in March, and the 6.15 Joint Declaration between South
Korea and North Korea, as well as the result of the second summit meeting between
the ministers of South Korea and North Korea.
As shown in table 6, however, the aid volume in 1998 and 1999 is
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tremendously smaller than the aid volume after the year of 2000, and the aid volume in
1999, when the first battle of Yeonpyeong-do occurred, is even smaller than the aid
volume in 1998. Due to domestic economic difficulties in South Korea during what is
known as the IMF crisis, the South Korean government unfortunately reduced the aid
volume towards North Korea. Therefore, it is true that the first battle of Yeonpyeongdo occurred when the South Korean aid volume towards North Korea was reduced.
When South Korea was facing economic difficulties in 1988 and 1999, North
Korea was dealing with hard times due to food shortage at that time as well, and as
explained by New York Times, “North Korea has entered its fourth year of famine and
its next harvest will be bleak without the much needed imports of fertilizer and fuel”.100
Even though also dealing with its own harsh conditions, South Korea suggested
conversations with North Korea in terms of improving the inter-Korean relationship.
However, North Korea rejected negotiations with South Korea regarding the family
reunion issue and demanded more aid from South Korea in April 1998.101 After the
refusal of North Korea, South Korea agreed to provide 200,000 tons of fertilizer by the
end of July in exchange for discussion of the family reunion issue with North Korea in
early June, 1999.102 However, North Korea provoked the First Battle of Yeonpyeongdo on June15, 1999.
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After the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do, the only action the Kim Dae Jung
administration could muster in response to the battle was the temporary delay in
shipping the 200,000 tons of fertilizer that has been already been promised to North
Korea, in direct contradiction to one of his three principles of policy towards North
Korea: it will not tolerate any military provocation.103 Moreover, North Korea did not
agree on opening the highest level government negotiations in the April 1998 and did
not start the negotiations claiming that South Korea did not deliver the aid on time.
Consequently, a 22,000-ton shipment which arrived overnight in the North Korean port
of Nampo made talks possible between South Korea and North Korea.
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c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
Bill Clinton administration believed that carrots are the tools which can
change the behavior of North Korea105 so the administration provided the largest
amount of aid volume under the soft-line policy in principle. At the same time, the
United States aid towards North Korea was particularly considered not only for
humanitarian purpose, but also for strategic purposes in order to prevent the collapse of
the North Korean regime which could bring about “a highly unpredictable threat” to
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the international community106 even though the State Department said “there was no
link between the food aid and politics”.107 Especially, the aid volume in the year of
1999, which is the year of the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do occurred, shows the peak
of aid transfer to North Korea among the other years between 1998 in 2012. For
example, the administration said that “the United States would provide more than
200,000 metric tons of food aid and seed potatoes to North Koreas, which is worth $60
million”.108 In terms of the transfer method, the United States utilized diverse channels
for aid transfer, shown by “Half is being provided by Washington through the United
Nations World Food Program, the usual channel for American assistance to North
Korea. The other half is being provided directly to North Korea through private
American organizations, the first time the United States has used such a channel”.109
Despite the largest amount of aid transfer through the diverse channels from the United
States to North Korea in 1999, what North Korea’s response to the United States was
the violation of NLL by North Korean naval vessels, then, instigating military
provocations towards South Korea, which is known as “the first major military
confrontation since the end of the Korean War”.110
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2. The Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do on June 29, 2002.

a. Brief Description of the Battle
On June 29, 2002, North Korean patrol boats crossed the NLL, which is seven
miles away from the Yeonpyeong Island, and opened fire with 85mm guns on South
Korean vessels despite warnings from the South Korean navy. South Korea promptly
responded to the North Korean side, and after the confrontation, six South Korean
sailors were killed and nineteen were wounded as well as the steering room and engine
room of one South Korean vessel was destroyed.111 For North Korea, more than thirty
soldiers were killed or injured, and most of the outside deck of the vessels was
destroyed during the battle.112

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
President Kim Dae Jung’s Berlin Declaration in March signified the
beginning of tremendous increases in the volume of South Korean aid towards North
Korea, and reaching an agreement on the inter-Korean summit in April also showed the
development of a good relationship between South Korea and North Korea. The
successful agreement on the 6.15 Joint Declarations between South Korea and North
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Korea in 2000 was a representation of the peaceful relations of the two Koreas. After
the 6.15 Joint Declaration, South Korea provided 400,000 tons of rice and corn and
300,000 tons of fertilizer to North Korea in the first half of every year,113 so it helped
boost up and maintain the aid volume while pursuing the Sunshine Policy. Thus, the
aid volume jumped extremely between 1999 and 2000, and the large aid volumes were
generally sustained until the end of the Roh Moo Hyun administration. Moreover,
South Korea has been consistently supplying seventy percent of entire costs of
constructing light water reactors through KEDO. The relationship between South
Korea and North Korea at that time was evaluated as the greatest ever since the
division by the Korean War. However, North Korea was suddenly provoked the Second
Battle of Yeonpyeong-do on June 29, 2002. One year after the provocation, newly
elected President Roh Moo Hyun and his administration provided even more economic
and humanitarian aid to North Korea which was greater than the total amount of the aid
provided during all of the past administrations, which is shown by the fact that “Seoul
agreed to fully comply with North Korea's requests for 50,000 tons of cement, 10,000
tons of food, 10 bulldozers, 10 steam shovels, 500 tons of diesel oil, 500 tons of
gasoline, 1,500 sets of school desks and chairs, 50 blackboards, 10,000 tons of food
and 50 television sets”.114 That occurred due to the continuous engagement policy
towards North Korea which President Roh Moo Hyun believed in strongly as he
113
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conveyed in his statement, “the improvement in reconciliation and cooperation
between South and North Korea is essential to the reduction of tension on the Korean
Peninsula and for the eventual resolution of the nuclear standoff”.115

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
The George W. Bush administration criticized the engagement policy towards
North Korea which was pursued during the Clinton administration, and external factors
such as September 11th terrorist attack in 2001 also contributed to the stagnant
relationship between the United States and North Korea. Especially in 2001, President
Bush clearly designated North Korea as one of the members of the axis of evil during
his State Union Address and stated North Korea is a potential target for attack as well.
The rapid change of the U.S. behavior accelerated a stiffening of the United States
North Korean relationship.116
As we can see in the trend of aid volume, despite pursuing a containment
policy towards North Korea that led to a dull relationship between the United States
and North Korea, the aid volumes remained similar to the previous years during the
Bill Clinton administration that pursued an engagement policy towards North Korea
because “the United States supports the Sunshine Policy in principle, and this was
demonstrated again by President Bush when he said in a joint news conference with
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President Kim Dae Jung during his visit to Seoul in February 2002 that he supported
President Kim’s effort to establish a dialogue with North Korea”.117 Moreover, the U.S.
Secretary of State Colin Powell met Kim Jong-il as well. All of these facts led to the
United States becoming the country that provided more food aid to North Korea than
any other in the international community118 during the first two years of George W.
Bush’s presidency.
One thing that deserves attention is that the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do
occurred on June 29, 2002 when the aid volume towards North Korea is similar to the
volume of previous administration or even larger than the volume of the Clinton
administration. That means that North Korea was instigated military provocation
despite a large amount of aid supplied by the United States. In 2002, the United States
supplied 157,000 metric tons of food aid to North Korea through the United Nations,
and U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell stated “We are also concerned about the
people of North Korea, people who are in very great need” and “We will be working
with the international donor community to ensure that needy people receive the food
that is intended for them”.119 Furthermore, after 2002, the year when the provocation
occurred, the aid volume from the U.S. to North Korea was rapidly reduced as it was
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cut to almost one fifth of its previous level the year before. Richard A. Boucher, the
State Department spokesman, regarding the reduction of the aid towards North Korea,
mentioned that “the United States would deliver at least 40,000 metric tons of food to
North Korea in 2003 and was prepared to increase that amount by a further 60,000
tons”.120

3.

The Battle of Daecheong-do on November 10, 2009

a. Brief Description of the Battle
On November 10, 2009, a North Korean vessel crossed the NLL near
Daecheong Island so South Korean vessels broadcasted warnings five times and fired a
warning shot towards the North Korean vessel. Then, North Korea fired with intent on
hitting the South Korean vessel, and the battle resulted in partial destruction of the
North Korean vessel due to a fire, but the South Korean ship suffered no damage. The
Battle of Daecheong-do was a short 2-minute clash between South Korea and North
Korea, and North Korea claimed that South Korea began the provocation so South
Korea should apologize to North Korea.121
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b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
North Korea was quiet silent on creating huge military provocations like what
they have previously done during the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do in 1999 and the
Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do in 2002, and after the Second Battle of Yeonpyeongdo occurred even though there were other kinds of threats such as nuclear tests and
missile launches between June, 2002 and November 2009, it was mostly quiet in terms
of military provocations the Roh Moo Hyun administration. However, North Korea
proved that they did not forget how to engage in military provocation towards South
Korea by instigating the Battle of Daecheong-do on November 10, 2009.
Before the Battle of Daecheong-do, aid volume supplied to North Korea was
maintained at very high levels, and “South Korea and North Korea held their secondever summit meeting, which yielded a potentially far reaching accord extending
economic relations in October 2007”.122 In February 2008, President Lee Myung Bak
was newly elected after President Roh Moo Hyun, and the new president declared
pursuit of hard-line policy towards North Korea, which is reversed the ten years of the
engagement policy.123 At that time, “The Pyeongyang media remained silent about Lee
and his new government for nearly three months after the elections, obviously on the
assumption that Seoul would resume the old line”. 124 However, Lee Myung Bak
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administration declared the “Three Principles of Humanitarian Assistance towards
North Korea”: humanitarian aid regardless political issues, direct assistance if North
Korea asks, and humanitarian aid when North Korea is experiencing severe
disasters,125 so the aid volume in 2008, the first year of his presidency, was larger than
the volume of other years of Lee Myung Bak administration. Compared to the previous
administrations, the aid volume in general was reduced because of the aid supplied
under the conditional aid clause, and the aid volume in 2009 also decreased compared
to the previous year. Thus, the fact that aid kept being reduced under the Lee Myung
Bak administration seems to be related to the battle of Daecheong-do.
While pursuing the relatively harsh policy of conditional aid of the Lee
Myung Bak administration compared to the Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun
administration, one of the tourists at Geumgang Mountain was shot by a North Korean
guard in July 2008, and North Korea blamed South Korea as well as rejected calls to
resume dialogue from the President Lee Myung Bak.126 Therefore, the inter-Korean
tension became extremely severe, and the second nuclear test also occurred on May 25,
2009, which alerted not only South Korea, but also the international community as well.
South Korea provided $52,569,727 dollars towards North Korea in 2009, and
this amount of aid could not prevent the battle of Daecheong-do on November 10,
2009. While the aid transfer was processed under the conditional way, South Korea
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offered “10,000 tons of corn to North Korea, which was much smaller than what South
Korea used to provide, 500,000 tons of rice and 300,000 tons of chemical fertilizer in
October 26, 2009 to help the North Korea make up its yearly food shortages of up to a
million tons”.127

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Battle
When the Battle of Daecheong-do occurred, the United States administration
was led by the newly elected President Obama, and the aid volume in 2009 rapidly
reduced compared to the volume in 2008. It shows that the decrease of aid volume is
related to the North Korean military provocation, but it is important to scrutinize the
aid volume and policy towards North Korea before the provocation, which was under
the Bush administration when he was heading towards the end of his presidency. The
aid volume in 2008 shows a drastic increase from the volume in 2007 and especially
from the aid volume in 2006 which marked zero due to the nuclear test by North Korea.
It is because of the result of the six-party talks; energy assistance including the
provision of heavy oil was resumed from 2007 due to the fact that North Korea agreed
to freeze the nuclear facilities and resubmit to monitoring by inspectors which had not
taken place since the withdrawal of Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT).128 In addition to
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the aid from the Six Party Talks, the United States provided 148,270 metric tons of
food aid, which is worth about 93,700,000 dollars to North Korea. However, the huge
amount of aid which resulted from both Six-Party Talks and humanitarian aid was
stopped again because North Korea launched a Daepodong-2 missile on April 5, 2009
and performed a nuclear test on May 25, 2009, and it directly led the UN security
sanction in June 2009.129 Therefore, it is certain that the decrease of aid volume from
the United States to North Korea is related to the occurrence of North Korean military
provocations, but the cause of halting aid is directly related to North Korean action.

4.

The Sinking of the ROKS Cheonan on March 26, 2010 and the Shelling
of Yeonpyeong on November 23, 2010

a. Brief Description of the Attacks
On March 26, 2010, the Cheonan warship was sank by a North Korean
torpedo attack off the west coast of the Baengnyeong Island. At that time, 104 South
Korean soldiers were on the warship, and 46 sailors were killed in the attack. North
Korea denied the fact that it was the one who attacked the Cheonan warship; however,
a multilateral expert team determined that the Cheonan warship was attacked by a
North Korean torpedo, and it was likely revenge for a past naval clash on May 20,
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2010.130
On November 23, 2010, North Korea fired 170 artillery shells on Yeonpyeong
Island, and South Korea responded with 80 shells of their own aimed at North Korea.
Due to the North Korean bombardment, two South Korean marines were killed, sixteen
South Korean soldiers were wounded, and two civilians were killed. North Korea
asserted that the shelling was a proper action in regards of the South Korean military
threat even though South Korea and the other countries besides China affirm that North
Korea must apologize to South Korea.131 The shelling of Yeonpyeong is the most
recent military provocations committed by North Korea, and this battle is significant
because it was the first direct provocation by North Korea towards South Korean
territory rather than a sea clash. Moreover, it was also the first time instance in which
citizens were killed since the Korean War.

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Attacks
The aid provided to North Korea in 2010 was reduced from 2009 because
several North Korean provocations occurred towards South Korea in 2009, which are
the battle of Daecheong-do on November 10, the third missile launch on April 5, and
the second nuclear test on May 25. Moreover, North Korea also announced the success
of uranium enrichment on September 3, 2009. South Korea initially donated 13 million
130
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dollars to the World Health Organization (WHO) in order to send medicine and
medical supplies to North Korea in 2009, however, the distribution of money was
suspended at the request of South Korea since North Korea had attacked the Cheonan
warship on March 26, 2010.132 Due to the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan, President
Lee Myung Bak sanctioned North Korea, a policy known as “5.24”. This meant the
practical cease of inter-Korean relations.133 The response of President Lee Myung Bak
regarding the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan was controversy amongst the public.
Some people supported his reaction, but others blamed him and argued the North
Korean attack took place because of the halt of unconditional aid towards North Korea
under his hard-line policy.134 Moreover, North Korea threatened South Korea with the
phrase “sea of flames” which was mentioned by the General Staff of North Korea,
“North Korea would launch an “all-out military strike” to blow up any propaganda
facilities along the border, and that its retaliation would be “a merciless strike
foreseeing even the turn of Seoul ... into a sea of flames””.135
Even though South Korea lost 46 sailors due to the sinking of the ROKS
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Cheonan, 5.24 sanctions were implemented, and through the belligerent rhetoric
towards South Korea, the Lee Myung Bak administration kept providing humanitarian
aid due to the severe flooding in August in North Korea. Thus, 8.5 million dollars of
aid including 3 million cups of instant noodles and 5,000 tons of rice were delivered to
North Korea in the late October 2010, and it was the first time food aid was sent from
the South Korean government to North Korea since President Lee Myung Bak started
to his tenure in 2008.136 A month after the aid supply towards North Korea began;
however, North Korea provoked the shelling of Yeonpyeong in Novermber 23, 2010
and even killed civilians.
Even though the aid volume towards North Korea was a lot smaller than the
previous year, after the provocation, the South Korean government tried to send aid to
North Korea despite the inter-Korean tensions from the continuous military
provocations by North Korea, which include the battle of Daecheong-do on November
10, 2009, the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan on March 26, 2010, and the shelling of
Yeonpyeong on Novermber 23, 2010. South Korea’s offer was worth 4.7 million
dollars of bedding and baby food in flood relief to North Korea, but North Korea did
not respond to this offer from South Korea, and the reason that North Korea did not
reply to the offer is assumed to be that the items North Korea requested from South
Korea were cement and equipment.137
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c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Attacks
The U.S. aid provided to North Korea in 2010 totaled $3,500,000 dollars,
which is a rapid reduction from the aid in 2009 and is similar to the trend of South
Korea. This also marked one of the smallest amounts of aid, and the battle of
Daecheong-do, the third missile launch and the second nuclear test in 2009 definitely
led the rapid decrease of aid volume in 2010. These unexpected provocations from
North Korea made President Obama rethink the U.S. policy towards North Korea.
Despite his criticism of President Bush’s containment policy towards North Korea
when he was the Democratic presidential candidate in 2008, he changed his mind after
the above three provocations.138 After the attack, “the Obama administration backed
South Korea’s decision to punish North Korea with tough trade sanctions”.139 Indeed,
the small amount of aid volume is due to the rejection of the U.S. food aid by North
Korea starting from March 2009. Even though North Korea refused the food aid for a
year at this moment, the United States considered resuming food aid in March 23, few
days before the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan occurred.140 However, North Korea
aggressively attacked the warship and left 46 dead. Even during the period of the eight
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months in between the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan and the shelling of Yeonpyeong,
both South Korea and the United States had been open to dispensing humanitarian aid
to North Korea.141 Nonetheless, North Korea instigated the shelling of Yeonpyeong on
November 23, 2010. Therefore, the small amount of aid did not affect North Korea’s
behavior in this case, but it is from the refusal of the U.S. aid by North Korea.
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V.

AID AND NUCLEAR TEST AND MISSILE LAUNCH

Table 7. South Korea and the U.S. Aid and Nuclear Test and Missile Launch

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).142 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.

1.

The First Missile Launch: Daepodong-1 on August 31, 1998
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a. Brief Description of the Missile Launch
North Korea launched a ballistic missile called the Daepodong-1 on August
31, 1998 in Musudan-ri, Hamgyeongbuk-do. The Daepodong-1 missile was originally
called Gwangmyeongseong-1 in North Korea, and it was a three-stage rocket that flew
about 1,800 to 2,500 km.143 North Korea announced that the rocket was successfully
launched into the orbit, but in reality it had failed. The missile flew over approximately
1,646 km and fell into the Pacific Ocean after passing over Japanese territory.144

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch
The year of 1998 was the period when President Kim Dae Jung was newly
elected, and the aid volume in 1998 had increased from the volume of the previous
year, which was during the Kim Young Sam administration. As mentioned about the
situation of North Korea in 1998 above, North Korea had a shortage of food so famine
was the biggest problem. Therefore, South Korea tried to support North Korea both at
the governmental and non-governmental level. For example, South Korean Red Cross
made a decision to ship 15,000 tons of food aid to North Korea in May, 1997,145 and
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South Korean government decided to provide 50,000 tons of food aid towards North
Korea as well as planning to give more aid in at the government level.146 Furthermore,
South Korea offered aid under KEDO in order to support the building of light water
reactors for North Korea in exchanged for the freezing of their nuclear program in
Yongbyon and requesting an agreement on IAEA inspections in accordance with the
Geneva Agreed Framework in 1994147 regardless of the harsh circumstances in North
Korea. Especially, the founder of Hyundai, Chung Ju Yung, visited North Korea with
50 trucks filled with 500 cattle on June 16, 1998, 148 in support of the peaceful
unification of the two Koreas. However, North Korea suddenly launched a Daepodong1 missile on August 31, 1998, and it showing the treacherous behavior of North Korea
towards South Korea even though President Kim Dae Jung pursued the Sunshine
policy towards North Korea.

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch
The United States already been pursuing an engagement policy towards North
Korea under the Bill Clinton administration and provided aid through KEDO like
South Korea since 1994 when the Agreed Framework was implemented so there was a
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large amount of aid being transferred to North Korea at that time. The aid volume in
1998 was larger than that of the previous year, and the press and the media in the
United States fully supported the engagement policy of the Clinton administration by
increasing the number of reports on the U.S. humanitarian food aid towards North
Korea and emphasizing the necessity of humanitarian aid.149 Therefore, the aid supply
towards North Korea must have gone smoothly. Moreover, the private relief
organizations of the United States sent about $23 million dollars of medical aid to
North Korea. 150 Despite a large amount of aid with the full support of both
governments and the media, North Korea launched the Daepodong-1 missile. The
United States showed consistent behavior despite the long-range missile launch by
North Korea; the United States decided to provide about 300,000 tons of grains and
wheat for emergency food aid to North Korea.151

2. The Second Missile Launch: Daepodong-2 on July 5, 2006 and the
First Nuclear Test on October 9, 2006
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a. Brief Description of the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
In July 2006, North Korea launched a three longer-range ballistic missile
Daepodong-2, which is three times heavier than the Daepodpong-1, despite only being
able to carry a similar size warhead, and it has a range of 6,000 km which is three times
longer than the Daepodong-1.152 The missile launch failed because the missile fell into
the East Sea 40 seconds in to the flight,153 but the missile test attracted attention
because it showed that North Korea’s capacity to deliver weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) was growing.154
Three months later, on October 9, 2006, North Korea conducted the first
nuclear test at an underground facility in Poonggye-ri, Hamgyeongbuk-do after
announcing its intention to do so on October 4. The nuclear device was plutoniumfueled, and the nuclear yield was about 0.2-1 kiloton, and North Korea attempted to
miniaturize the device so that it would be able to deliver the weapon using the
previously tested ballistic missile. 155 Due to the nuclear test, the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC) imposed sanctions on North Korea in Resolution 1718.156
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b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
The year of 2006 is during the presidency of Roh Moo Hyun so the policy
towards North Korea at that time was engagement; however, the aid volume of South
Korea towards North Korea in 2006 was $312,084,646 dollars, which was slightly less
compared to the previous year. South Korean aid in general began to decrease at this
point despite pursuing the Sunshine policy because North Korea declared that it has
nuclear weapons and announced that it will refuse any talks related to nuclear weapons
sponsored by the United States on February 10, 2005.157 Considering that North Korea
recognized itself as a nuclear state, the aid volume in 2006 is still quite substantial.
Due to North Korea’s declaration of having nuclear weapons, the South
Korean government could not continue the aid which was provided by KEDO, so the
Roh Moo Hyun administration stopped the aid supply through KEDO starting in 2006.
Before the declaration, “South Korea has already delivered 350,000 tons of fertilizer
this year but would withhold 500,000 tons of rice and 100,000 tons of fertilizer the
North had sought in aid this year”. 158 The South Korean government had been
maintaining its engagement policy and provided large amounts of aid to North Korea
even though North Korea declared that it had a uranium enrichment program in
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October 2002, the so-called a second nuclear crisis,159 and withdrew NPT in 2003. It
clearly shows the patience of South Korea towards North Korea, and the government’s
action after the North Korea’s declaration of possessing nuclear weapons was
comprehensible. Furthermore, the Roh Moo Hyun administration announced that
“South Korea would maintain their basic efforts to engage North Korea through
economic cooperation, a policy exemplified by a joint industrial complex in Gaesong,
North Korea” 160 even though both joint industrial complex in Gaesong do not
constitute aid in this thesis. Regardless of the patience of South Korea, eventually,
North Korea launched a Deapodong-2 long-range missile on July 5, 2006 and
conducted nuclear tests on October 9, 2006.

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
In 2006, when both a long-range missile launch and the first nuclear test
occurred, the United States gave no aid to North Korea. The World Food Program
(WFP) ended the food aid supply programs towards North Korea and closed its offices
from January 1, 2006 at the request of North Korea.161 The aid volume during the
Bush administration had been reduced compared to the Clinton administration;
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however, it was the first time that no aid was transferred from the United States since
the United States started to provide aid to North Korea. Thus, the aid volume was
obviously reduced from the previous year, and whether it is related to the aid from the
United States or not, North Korea launched Daepodong-2 long-range missile on July 5,
2006 and conducted nuclear test on October 9, 2006.
If we explore more in detail, the United States has been providing heavy fuel
oil to North Korea since 1995 through KEDO, which was established by
implementation of Agreed Framework between the United States and North Korea on
October 21, 1994. According to the Agreed Framework, the United States promised to
build light water reactors in North Korea, and North Korea allowed the monitoring of
nuclear facilities by international inspectors. Thus, the United States has been
supplying aid in the form of heavy fuel oil and other food aid through KEDO.
Moreover, North Korea agreed to suspend long range missile test in exchange for
additional economic assistance from the United States and Japan on September 12,
1999, and the officials from the United States and North Korea discussed the ballistic
missile issue in May 2000.162 However, the aid towards North Korea was stopped
because North Korea acknowledged possessing a Uranium Enrichment Program (UEP)
in December 2002 and withdrew the NPT in 2003.163 This behavior was definitely a
violation of the agreement so it led the United States and the international community
162
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to become angry and reduce aid towards North Korea as well as officially terminate
KEDO.
President Bush expressed that he wanted to pursue a new policy towards
North Korea in May, 2006 before the missile and nuclear test, “For several years after
he first took office, Mr. Bush vowed not to end North Korea’s economic and
diplomatic isolation until it entirely dismantled its nuclear program. That stance later
softened, and the administration said some benefits to North Korea could begin to flow
as significant dismantlement took place”.164 However, North Korea’s later reverted to
provocation. Thus, the one that stopped the aid provision, which has been continued for
a long time ago, is North Korea even though the decrease of aid resulted in the missile
launch and nuclear test, and failed to change the behavior of North Korea.

3.

The Third Missile Launch: Daepodong-2 on April 5, 2009 and the
Second Nuclear Test on May 25, 2009

a. Brief Description of the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
On April, 5, 2009, North Korea launched another Daepodong-2, also called
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the Gwangnyeongseong-2 satellite, from Musudan-ri, Hamgyeongbuk-do. North Korea
officially announced that the launch was a peaceful satellite, but it was clearly a missile
due to the fact that the technology and method of the missile was the same as the
Daepodong-2 missile launched before. 165 North Korea again failed to launch the
missile into the orbit and the missile fell into the Pacific Ocean, but it flew over more
than 3,600km, which is twice as far as the Daepodong-1 flew.166
Not even in two months after the missile launch, North Korea conducted its
second nuclear test at the underground facility in Poonggye-ri, Hamgyeongbuk-do on
May 25, 2009. Like the one in 2006, the test device was created using plutonium, and
the nuclear yield was estimated at a few kilotons, but some scholars and institutions
estimated the yield to be as high as 20 kilotons.167 Due to the second nuclear test, the
United Nations Security Council (UNSC) imposed sanctions on North Korea in
Resolution 1874.

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
The second missile launch and the first nuclear test in 2006 led Roh Moo
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Hyun administration to adopt a relatively tough-line towards North Korea, and Yoon
Duk Min, a regional security specialist at the government-affiliated Institute for
Foreign Affairs and National Security, supported this statement in an interview with the
New York Times, “There will be increasing doubts about the government's policy of
engagement — criticism that we have been betrayed by North Korea by these
launchings”.168 In February 2007, North Korea agreed to freeze the nuclear facilities
and resubmit to the monitoring of inspectors at the Six-Party Talks so energy assistance
including the provision of heavy oil resumed,169 therefore, the aid volume in 2007 was
slightly more than the volume in 2006.
In 2008, President Lee Myung Bak, newly elected after the President Roh
Moo Hyun, began his policies under which aid given from South Korea to North Korea
in 2008 was rapidly reduced. However, Lee Myung Bak administration kept providing
the Six-Party Talks related aid to North Korea, but North Korea rejected Six-Party
Talks in late 2008. Indeed, one of the tourists of the Geumgang Mountain resort was
shot by a North Korean guard in July 2008, so it was obvious that the aid volume
supplied from South Korea to North Korea would reduce before the missile launch on
April 5 and the nuclear test on May 25, 2009. Especially after the missile launch by
North Korea, South Korean experts expressed disappointment at North Korea because
“South Korea was likely to resume its engagement policy after some period of time
despite pressure from the United States and Japan to join them in an economic
168
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squeezing of the North. A consensus has taken root in South Korea that a conflict with
the North should be avoided at all costs and that improving relations remains the only
feasible option even if that causes difficulties in the South’s alliance with the United
States”.170 Over all, it is true that North Korean missile launch and the nuclear test
occurred when South Korea provided less aid to North Korea, but the missile and
nuclear test in accordance with the decrease of the aid is due to the fact that North
Korea has behaved wrong.

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launch and Nuclear Test
Both the third missile launch and the second nuclear test occurred within just
in two months of each other in 2009, which is four months after President Obama enter
the White House. The aid volume in 2009 was extremely smaller than the volume in
2008 because the United States has been provided a large amount of aid in the form of
heavy fuel oil and a package of food aid to North Korea as a result of the agreement of
Six-Party Talks on February 13, 2007. North Korea received $191,000,000 dollars
from the United States, and about $400 million dollars of aid from other members of
the Six-Party Talks.171 In exchange for the aid of heavy fuel oil, North Korea promised
to freeze nuclear facilities and readmitted international monitoring so the aid volume
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transferred to North Korea increased rapidly. 172 Moreover, the United States
mentioned the process of removing North Korea from the list of terror-sponsoring
states, and repealing financial sanction s on North Korea as well.173 However, the large
volume of aid suddenly stopped due to the rejection of Six-Party Talks by North Korea
at the end of 2008, and North Korea announced that they started the reprocessing of the
fuel. Furthermore, North Korea launched Daepodong-2 long-range missile, which flew
more than 3,600km, and at last, succeeded in testing a nuclear device as well. Thus, the
aid towards North Korea in order to change its behavior did not work. And, the
decrease of aid volume in 2009 led to the third missile launch and the second nuclear
test in 2009, however, the cause of decreasing aid volume is from the unconfident
behavior of the North Korea. Also, these unexpected provocations from North Korea
made the President Obama rethink the U.S. policy towards North Korea, showing that
he originally expressed a wish for pursuing an engagement policy with criticism of
President Bush’s containment policy towards North Korea when he was the
Democratic presidential candidate in 2008.174
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4.

The Fourth Missile Launch: Daepodong-2 on April 13, 2012 and the
Fifth Missile Launch: Daepodong-2 on December 12, 2012

a. Brief Description of the Missile Launches
North Korea launched a couple of Deapodong-2 missiles, called Unha-3, on
April 13, 2012 and December 12, 2012. The estimated range of the missiles was
10,000 km, but the first missile launch failed as the missile exploded 135 seconds into
flight due to the failure of the first state to properly separate from the other stages of
the missile.175 On the other hand, the one that was launched in December successfully
entered into the orbit and North Korea officially asserted that it is part of a peaceful
space program. However, experts and the South Korean government said that “North
Korea was testing a ballistic missile that could fly more than 6,200 miles, with a
warhead of about 1,100 to 1,300 pounds, putting the West Coast of the United States in
range”.176

b. South Korean Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launches
The aid volume towards North Korea in 2012, which is under the hard-line
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policy of the Lee Myung Bak administration, marks the lowest level among the
volumes between 1998 and 2012, and it shows how severe the tension between South
Korea and North Korea was. After the third missile launch and the second nuclear test
in 2009, North Korea announced the success of its uranium enrichment process on
September 3, 2009, and the battle of Daecheong-do occurred on November 10, 2009,
the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan on March 26, 2010, and the shelling of Yeonpyeong
on November 23, 2010. These nonstop attacks from North Korea resulted in a
suspension of South Korean aid towards North Korea. 177 Despite the continuous
provocations by North Korea, South Korean government tried to send aid towards
North Korea in late 2011. South Korea gave permission to the World Health
Organization (WHO) to provide medical aid due to the fact that North Korea has been
showing the behavior of resuming talks on the nuclear weapon issue and the purpose of
helping the younger generations as well.178 Furthermore, South Korean government
made an announcement about sending aid to North Korea through the United Nations
for the purpose of helping people suffering from the food shortage179 so South Korea
made a decision to provide $5.7 million dollars worth of medicine, vaccines, and
nutritional supplements for North Korean juveniles through the UNICEF since the aid
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supply had ended due to the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan on March 26, 2010.180
North Korea did not like the small amount of the aid volume, but it seemed that South
Korea was too generous to North Korea when considering the provocations that North
Korea provoked. On December 17, 2011, North Korean leader Kim Jong-il died
suddenly, and his youngest son Kim Jong Un became the leader. A few months later, in
the late January of 2012, North Korea accepted private food aid from South Korea
while engaging in the threatening, belligerent rhetoric of a “full scale war”.181 The
most recent provocation was the North Korean launch of a long-range Daepodong-2
missile on April 13, 2012.
After the fourth missile launch in April, South Korea offered to send aid to
North Korea again. In September 2012, South Korea promised to give $8.4 million
dollars worth of aid to North Korea as a conciliatory gesture in order to alleviate interKorean tensions and to develop economic and humanitarian cooperation between
South Korea and North Korea. 182 However, North Korea rejected the aid, which
showed North Korea did not want to be in contact the South Korean government. The
South Korean Ministry of Unification stated that “North Korea expressed
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dissatisfaction and said, 'We don't need such aid'”183. Also, North Korea had already
rejected the South Korean aid in 2011 because the aid volume was too small. Thus, the
reason of small amount of volume during the period of 2011 and 2012 was the
rejection by North Korea of the South Korean aid offer, and North Korea once again
launched a long-range Daepodong-2 missile on December 12, 2012.

c. The U.S. Aid towards North Korea and the Missile Launches
United States aid to North Korea had been rapidly decreasing since 2009, and
finally hit zero in 2012, so the aid volume in 2012 was definitely reduced compared to
the previous year. It seems that reduction of aid towards North Korea resulted from
North Korea’s Daepodong-2 long-range missile launch, the fourth missile launch in
2012. However, the main cause of decrease of aid volume is due to the fact that North
Korea launched a long-range missile and did nuclear test in 2009, provoked the battle
of Daecheong-do in 2009, the sunk the ROKS Cheonan and the shelled Yeonpyeong
Island in 2010 despite the provision of heavy fuel oils to North Korea in 2008 from the
successful agreement of Six-Party Talks. Even though North Korea has a history of
diverting some food aid to the military and the elite,184 the United States agreed to
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supply food aid to help overcome severe food shortage in North Korea in exchange for
suspending nuclear tests, missile launches and its uranium enrichment program as well
as allow for monitoring of North Korea's nuclear complex by international inspectors,
the Obama administration considering this effort “important, if limited”.185
“As part of the agreement, the United States said it would send 240,000
metric tons (about 265,000 tons) of food, though it limited the aid to
nutritional supplements, rather than the rice and grains that, as two
administration officials said, has in previous instances been diverted by
the government or the military, or even sold abroad. The aid is expected
to be delivered in monthly shipments of 20,000 metric tons over the next
year. The United States also insisted on rigorous monitoring to ensure
that the aid would be provided to the neediest, especially women and
children, many of whom show the stunting effects of chronic malnutrition.
In its statement, the State Department said that in exchange, the United
States was “prepared to take steps to improve our bilateral relationship
in the spirit of mutual respect for sovereignty and equality” and to allow
cultural, educational and sports exchanges with North Korea”.186
The Obama administration tried to be nice to North Korea although the policy
towards North Korea was under the strategic patience and North Korea had been
showing their ambiguous and treacherous behavior through their past actions. However,
North Korea announced that they had a plan of launching a satellite between April 4
and 8, which was a statement for disguising their long-range ballistic missile
technology,187 and North Korea performed the third nuclear test in February, 2013. The
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decrease of aid volume in 2012 led to missile launch in April and December. However,
it happened because of the destruction of the agreement by North Korea.
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V. IMPLICATION AND CONCLUSION

Table 8. Aid and Military Provocation
South Korea

1999. 6.15

Below Ave.

Fluctuation
from the
Previous Year
↓

2002. 6.29

Above Ave.

2009. 11.10
2010. 3.26 / 11.23

Provocation Date

United States

Above Ave.

Fluctuation
from the
Previous Year
↑

↑

Above Ave.

↑

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Aid Volume

Aid Volume

Table 9. Aid and Nuclear Test and Missile Launch
South Korea

1998. 8.31

Below Ave.

Fluctuation
from the
Previous Year
↑

2006. 7.5 / 10.9

Above Ave.

2009. 4.5 / 5.25
2012. 4.13 / 12.12

Provocation Date

United States

Above Ave.

Fluctuation
from the
Previous Year
↑

↓

Suspended

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Below Ave.

↓

Suspended

↓

Aid Volume

Aid Volume

First of all, both North Korean military provocations and nuclear and missile
tests between 1998 and 2012 occurred regardless of the aid transferred by South Korea
and the United States because the North Korean provocation occurred even though the
aid volume was either large or a small and the aid volume was either increased or
decreased from the previous year. Thus, South Korean aid and the United States aid
towards North Korea did not led to a behavioral change in North Korea based on the
79

given framework. However, this research also shows that it is more likely to have both
North Korean military provocations and nuclear and missile tests when South Korea
and the United States reduced aid volume compared to that of the previous year or
suspended aid and when the aid volume is below the average. Indeed, this study
conveys that military provocation is more correlated to the South Korean aid than the
United States aid, and nuclear tests and missile launches are more correlated to the
United States aid than South Korean aid. Nonetheless, the reduction of aid volume is
due to the treacherous behavior of North Korea despite the assistance of South Korea
and the United States when looking at thoroughly. Thus, due to the reduction of aid
volume, ironically, the aid tends to be used “stick” rather than “carrot”. Furthermore,
the aid failed to induce a behavior change in North Korea, but the aid is effective on
holding the threat temporally, not permanently.
Second, North Korea responds more to the aid from the United States than the
aid from South Korea by observing the aid trend and the response of North Korea from
both South Korea and the United States chronologically in table 9. Also, since the aid
of the United States is more correlated to the nuclear test and missile launch, North
Korea would react more to the United States than South Korea. It is interesting that no
military provocations occurred during the Roh Moo Hyun administration between 2003
and 2007. When the largest amount of aid was provided to North Korea and no
provocation occurred under the Roh Moo Hyun administration while pursuing a softline policy, the North Korean behavior was more likely to react in accordance to the
United States aid due to the fact that the United States began to emphasize the
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Table 10. South Korean Aid and the U.S. Aid to North Korea in accordance with
the West Sea Provocations, Nuclear Tests, and Missile Launches: 1998-2012

Source: South Korean aid is compiled by the data from Ministry of Unification of South Korea
and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).188 The U.S. aid is from
Mark E. Manyin and Mary B. Nikitin, “Foreign Assistance to North Korea,” CRS Report for
Congress (2013): 2.
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importance of non-proliferation policy as the most significant actor in international
community. Therefore, North Korea reacted to the United States in spite of receiving
larger amounts of aid from South Korea than that of the United States, and North
Korea was also relatively more focused on the nuclear tests and the missile launches
than the military provocations during the period between 2003 and 2008. For instance,
North Korea raised the second nuclear crisis in 2002, withdrawal of NPT in 2003, and
declaration of nuclear weapons in 2005, and these matters are all related to the nuclear
issue, not military provocation. The behavior of North Korea also shows that the aid
tends to be used “stick” rather than “carrot” as well.
There were also limitations in searching for the correlations between South
Korean and the U.S. aid and North Korean provocations. First, North Korea is one of
the designated rogue states of the United States;
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therefore, the distinct

characteristics of North Korea have to been considered and understood. Second,
changing world orders and the response of international community is significant,
especially the United Nations security sanctions towards North Korea on July 2006 and
June 2009, and the role of China on North Korea such as China’s aid provision to
North Korea and China's response to North Korean military provocation. For instance,
“Mr. Lee and President Obama have agreed to make new appeals to Chinese leaders to
put more pressure on the North, but analysts say they are not optimistic that the
Chinese will comply”.190 Issues relating to North Korea are currently not the only
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problem of the two Koreas or the United States, but also of the international
community. Third, the exchange of the aid supplies and the nuclear facility suspension
was more possible through the negotiations in the case of nuclear tests and missile
launches, but the aid supply in the case of military provocation was not like the case of
nuclear tests and missile launches. Thus, there were different unique qualities in each
case.
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국문 초록

한미 대북원조와 북한 도발과의 상관관계 연구:
1998년과 2012년 사이 대남도발과 핵실험 및
미사일 발사를 중심으로
장 부 윤
서울대학교 국제대학원
국제학과 국제협력 전공

한국과 미국의 대북정책 기조와 상관없이 북한의 위협은 계속되어
왔으며, 이는 한반도를 넘어서 적게는 동아시아의 안보와 크게는 국제 사회
의 질서 유지에 영향을 미치고 있다. 이와 같은 틀 안에서 원조는 당근정책
의 일환으로서 대외정책의 도구로 이용되고 있으며 이에 대한 논란이 끊이
지 않고 있다. 따라서, 이 논문은 1998년과 2012년 사이에 발생되었던 북
한의 대남 군사도발, 핵실험 및 미사일 발사를 중심으로 한미 대북원조와
북한 도발과의 상관관계를 찾는 것에 목적으로 하고 있다. 이와 함께 공여
국의 원조는 수원국의 행동을 변화시킨다는 원조의 의미와 목적을 기반으로
한 틀을 적용하여 한국과 미국의 대북원조가 북한의 행동 변화를 성공적으
로 이끌어 내어 실제 북한의 위협 및 도발을 줄였는지 알아보고자 한다.
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분석의 결과 다음과 같은 함의가 도출되었다. 먼저, 북한의 대남 군
사도발과 핵실험 및 미사일 발사는 한국과 미국의 원조와는 상관 없이 일어
남으로써 한미 대북원조가 북한의 행동변화에는 영향을 주지 못하였다. 둘
째, 원조의 양이 전체 평균의 양보다 적을 때, 원조가 지난해보다 줄었을
때, 원조가 중단되었을 때의 세 가지 경우에 북한의 대남도발, 핵실험, 미사
일 발사가 더 발생하는 경향을 보였다. 셋째, 한국의 원조는 핵실험 및 미
사일 발사보다는 대남 군사도발과 상관관계 있으며, 미국의 원조는 대남 군
사도발보다는 핵실험 및 미사일 발사와 상관관계가 있었다. 마지막으로 전
체적인 한미 대북원조와 북한 도발과의 관계를 보았을 때, 상당 부분의 한
미 대북원조 양의 감소는 북한의 신뢰할 수 없는 행동으로부터 기인하였고
북한은 한국의 원조 보다는 미국의 원조에 더 반응하는 것으로 나타났다.
…………………………………………..
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